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BUTLER HIGH GRADUATES, C L A S S OF

1946-47

William Sell Gets $50
Rose Goldnamer Prize,
Philip Johnston Citizenship Honor

Lodists, Presbyterians
I Baptists Schedule
[Week Courses
Youth

Wflliam Sell, graduating senior at Butler High last week,
won the 1947 Rose Goldnamer
English Award, receiving a $50
cash prize, and Nancy Groom
won second prise, $20, Supt. L.
C. Taylor said this week. Both
were 3-year students at the high
school. The awards were made
at commencement exercises last
Thursday night.
Philip Johnston won the Citizenship Award, a medal; William
Sell, the Scholarship award, first
prize, a medal, and Philip Johnston and Nancy Groom tied for
the second prize in the scholarship Sward.
Jimmy Franklin won the Rumsey Taylor athletic award, a cup;
Eudean Kenneday, the Mary Wilson cheerleader's cup, Carolyn
Taylor, Senior, the Woodmen of
the World American History
Award. Marcella Davis won the
latter award for the eighth
grade.
Gertrude Richie, a Senior, won
the Woman's Club Home Economics prize for outstanding work,
and received a $5 cash award.
Miss Richie won this award last
year. Nancy Groom won a $5
cash afaard for making a woolen
dress, from Goldnamer's store,
and also received a cash prize
of $5 for the Lucile Baker award
in an essay contest.
Jo „Ann Pickering, a Junior,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William Pickering, received top
honors for her work by winning
the Music Medal for the outstanding musician
in Butler
High- for 1946. Jimmy Clayton
won the award for the outstanding Senior musician.

| annual Methodist VacaJjble School at Ogden
1st Church will begin
jiday at the regular SunIhool hour, 9:45 o'clock,
sses lor all age group6
• nursery, which will be
jrh week-day and Sunday,

P, through the beginner,
I junior, intermediate
|uth departments, which
ieet each Sunday and
e exception of Saturdays
Cay, May 30. The School
Jse Sunday, June 8, with
ng exercises,
•es of the school this
tl be:
importation will be furtfree to and from school
living at a distance.
Je Classes — interesting,
^ing — all workbooks,
free.

J one-hour nursery class
J O to 11 each week-day
) for all children up to
Children will be called
[ returned home by car,
quested by Mothers.
Leation School buttons,
^ds, etc., will be handed
i before school opens,
full hour

of

moving

each day. These
movies will

all-

be the best

comedies

and

full

\dventure of Tom Saw-

lly the best for children
pg people will be -shown,
ktra special:
—
The
Irille Radio Station has

Ivited us to bring the
its studios for a halffio broadcast on Friday,
turn to page six)

Revue To
|iven May 30

Of Mrs. Jean B.
To Perform
Dspital

i-J"

Above are pictured members of the Butler High graduating class of 1946-47, as they appear
in a large framed photograph to be hung in tha hall of the school building. Names are under
each photo, except bottom line, which was not included when the cut was made.
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Of Mrs. Jean Blythe
fill be presented in a
evue in Butler High
Jiditorium Friday night,
l«t 8 o'clock, with Mrs.
^Cherry as pianist, it is
this week.

Iralyn Fears, Jacqueaker, Betty Gayle Mor-

Kevil Morgan, Leslie
Lacey, Rella Pettit,
•ms. Sara Emijy Ranyivian Claire Moore,
prnes, Jane

Alexander,

pylor, Nancy Klaproth,
Ptri Walker, Betty Lou
p a Williamson, Judy
|tti Dean Purdy, Sherry
Sue Cravens, Sandra
[Patricia Nesmith, Barpning, Nancy Irwin,
jihear, Carole Howton,
pkering, Shirley Sween e y Cravens, Meta
nith, Laura
Prince
arlotte Drennan, HelI Sara Emily Randolph,
Pp. Joann Robinson,
. Frankie Giannini and

\ Rotary Presents
Plaque To Band

Philip Stevens Named
Chairman For Clements

I are
Sandra Graham,
pton Kercheval, Janice

ktion

\

Philip Stevens, Caldwell
county court clerk and political leader here for some
years, has been appointed
campaign chairman for Earle
C. Clements,
Democratic
candidate for nomination as
Governor.' Mr. Stevens received official notification of
his selection by letter from
Tom R. Underwood, State
chairman for Mr. Clements,
Tuesday. Mr. Clements is
opposed for the nomination
by Harry Lee Waterfield,
Speaker of the Kentucky
House of Representatives.

Marjorie Stembridge
Wins Honors At U.K.

1

M i s s Marjorie Stembridge,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. H. M.
Stembridge, Madisonville street,
was awarded the Elizabeth Waddy Scholarship for service and
leadership in Alpha Xi Delta
social sorority at the third annual Honors Day convocation at
the University of Kentucky, it
was announced Wednesday. She
was also tapped for Kappa Delta
Pi, education honorary fraterniwill be given to the ty. Miss Stembridge is a Junior
County War Memorial in the College of Education at
fos. Egbert said.
the University.

Iworded In
fork Fair
Gro.

[Horn

F«ncy Work Fair, repnsored by Purdy's
F Prize was awarded
[ e Halle, Route 2. She
T votes, and received a
ti of $5. Mrs. Homer
^d Mrs, J. E. George
" nd place.
''ng Courses
nond Brown and Mrs.
non . local Sears oriployes, returned to»iro, HI., where they
^day training course
girls anrt credit

Honors Awarded
To Outstandinc
Butler Hi Pupi s

Fredonian Severely
Injured By Tractor
Junior Holloman,
Fredonia,
suffered a severe injury Friday
morning when he was pinned
beneath a tractor on which he
was working. He was taken to
Marion for treatment,
where
examinations revealed he had a
crushed ankle and several broken bones. His leg was placed
in a cast
Church RobbedLexington. (AP) — Thieves
took $1,200 from the safe of the
Broadway Christian church Sunday night, city police said, and
broke into two othei; churches
but took nothing at either place.

Club Pledges $ 1 5 0 0
Toward W a r d In
New Hospital

K. V. Bryant, director of Butler High Band, was presented a
plaque by the Rotary Club, for
the band, in recognition of the
musical organization h a v i n g
achieved a rating of superior in
the State Music Contest recently
at Bowling Green.
A report was made to the club
by its committee for the Turtle
Derby which showed the affair
grossed $1,543.62, with expenses
of $209.28, and a net of $1,334.34.
Gordon Lisanby Was named to
pledge, for the club, to pay
$1500 toward the cost of a ward
and the business office for the
proposed new Caldwell County
War Memorial Hospital.
Frank Taylor, Lexington, was
the guest of Rotarian Clifton
Pruett and Bill Rowland, Junior
Rotarian for May, was present.

Mitchell Clift Resigns
As Deputy W a r d e n
Mitchell Clift, former Caldwell
sheriff, has resigned his position
as associate'warden at Eddyville
State Prison, effective June 1,
he told the Herald this week.
Mr. Clift, who served in the
U.S. Army during the last war,
received his appointment as associate warden at the institution
January 28, 1946, following the
death of L. R. Gumn, who was
killed by an inmate on December 17, 1945.
Mr. Clift said he planned to
remain in Eddyville for the time
being.

Dummit Files For
Governor, Praises
Willis Administration

Presbyterians To
Honor Veterans

Stars From Service Flag
To Be Presented
Sunday Morning

A Memorial Day service will
be held at the Central Presbyterian Church Sunday morning,
May 25, honoring the men of
this church who served as members of the armed forces of their
country during World War II.
Following a Memorial Day
sermon by the Rev. David W.
Schulherr, pastor of the church,
J. L. Groom, clerk of the session, will make the presentation
of a certificate of honor and his
star from the service flag to
each service man.
In the event the man cannot
be present himself the certificate
a?<i star will be presented to a
member of his family, or to a
relative who may present it
to him.
After this service of recognition and appreciation to the men,
the service flag will be removed
been replaced by the presence
of the men it represents, Mr.
from the church since it has
Schulhrr said.

Frankfort, May 21, (AP)—Attorney General Eldon S. Dummit filed his papers Tuesday for
Republican nomination for Governor and later described the
administration of Governor Willis as "the best Kentucky has
ever enjoyed."
His papers were signed by
three fellow Lexingtonians —
Mrs. E. Hervey Kerr, wife of
Jaycees Donkey Ball
the Fayette county coroner; ErG a m e To Be Played
nest B. Hillenmeyer, nurseryman, and Fred B. Wachs, gen- Rev. Ed C a y c e Guest
Tuesday Night, May 2 7
eral manager of the Lexington Speaker For Kiwanis
Princeton Jaycees will sponsor
Herald-Leader.
Kiwanian Ed Cayce, Christian
a Donkey Softball game Tueschurch minister, Madisonville,
day night, May 27, at 7 o'clock Local Druggists Will
was guest speaker at Wednesat the old baseball park, it is Attend Paducah Meeting
day's noonday Kiyanis meeting
announced. Players will be Joe
Mr. and Mrs H. W. Nichols here. His subject "We Are Our
P. Wilcox, Douglas Pruett, Clyde and Clifton Wood will attend
World" was productive of what
Fletcher, "Fiz" Lewis, G. C. a charter meeting of West Kenhis listeners called one of the
Miller, Gene Si9k, James Jen- tucky Retail Druggists Associa- best talks delivered to this club
kins, Jewell Patterson, Lowell tion at the Hotel Irvln Cobb to- in years. Kiwanis Lieut. Gov.
Hobby, "Pooch" Perry, Bayless night. The meeting will open Paul Slaton, Madisonville, and
Wadlington, Jack Nichols, K V. with a banquet at 7 o'clock, with Jimmy Jones, associated with
Bryant, Don Morgan, Billy Cart- Terry P. Smith, Mayfield, as the Rev.v Mr. Cayce in church
wright, Bob Stevens, Billy Mc- principal speaker. Mr. Wood is work, were other guests.
Caslin, Cleland Carr, J e r r y president of the organization.
Spickard, C. W. Scott, Murray
V F W To Meet Friday Night
Sell, John O. McKinney, Willard Livestock Market
There will be a called meeting
Moore, Fred Jake and Pat Wade.
Sales were fully steady with of the V.F.W. Friday night. May
last week on the Princeton 23. in the K.U. basement to disLivestock Market Monday, Brad cuss important business of the
Enters Printing: School
Mr. and Mrs. Reginald Catlett Lacy, manager, aaid. Total sold organization, it was announced
left Sunday for Nashville, Tenn., was 1345 head. Baby beeves Tuesday by Sam Steger. comwhere he will enter the Nash- topped at $23; No. 1 veals, $27; mander. All members are urged
to attend.
and hogs, $23.25.
ville Schpol of Printing.

Approximately $35000
Do noted and Pledged;
Many Gifts are Needed
Betty Jo Linton
Is'Miss Hospital'

Eddy Creek Heads Donors With $2,500; Simmons
Urges Volunteer Workers To Continue Efforts ..
Until Thorough Canvass Has Been Made;
Special Gifts Committee Reports Total Of
$10,000; Rotary Club Pledges $1,500

Turtle Derby, Rotary
With preliminary reports received from workers in
Sponsored, Nets $1,334
some
rural areas of the county and the Special Gifts comFor Hospital

Miss Betty Jo Linton, sponsored by Purdy's, won the title
"Miss Hospital" at the Rotarysponsored Turtle Derby Friday
night in Butler High gymnasium. vyhen 109 turtles and 13
girls competed. Proceeds of $1,543.62 and net profit $1,334.34, it
was reported Tuesday. This
money will be given to the Caldwell County War Memorial Hospital.
Princeton Creamery's
turtle
won first place in the Derby,
receiving a $25 war bond, which
Mr. Daum returned to the club
to- be used in the hospital fund.
Federated Stores, "Shranga La"
won second prize, $10 in War
Savings stamps, and one of the
turtles sponsored by courthouse
employes, "Lightnin", wdn $5 In
War Savings stamps, both prizes
being donated to the hospital
fund.
Other winners in the beauty
contests were Nancy Cardin, second, who will receive a trophy
later from the Rotary Club; Leslie Lamb, third; Jo Ann Pickering, fourth; Patsy Horn, fifth,
and Shirley Quinn, sixth.
Miss Linton was given a sports
dress by Purdy's store.

Lamasco Youth Is
Killed As Motorcycle
Hits C a r At Corydon
Bishop Adams, 18, son of Mrs.
Ruth Adams, Lamasco, was killed Monday when his motorcycle
and an automobile collided on
Highway 60 at Corydon, a coroner's report said Tuesday.
The coroner said the driver
of the automobile was Warren
Mattingly, 22, of Cairo, who was
uninjured.
Funeral services were held at
Harmony Baptist Church in the
Cobb community at 3 o'clock
Tuesday afternoon with burial
in Millwood Cemetery.

Jaycees Will Sponsor
Beauty Contest Entry
Princeton Jaycees made this
week plans for an entrant in
the Paducah Junior Chamber of
Commerce "Calendar Girl" contest and style show for West
Kentucky counties, John H. Presler, president of the local organization, said this week. Fifteen
neighboring counties will compete in this contest at Paducah
July 7, with local contests to be
held June 21 and 23.

Methodist Men's Club
Will Meet Friday
The Methodist Men's Club will
hold its regular May meeting
Friday night, May 23, at 6:30
o'clock with the dinner meeting
being served by ladies of the
Woman's Society of Christian
Service. According to the president, Fred Jake, the meeting is
being held a week early this
month in order not to conflict
with May 30 holiday plans of the
members.

mittee, outlook for Success in the campaign for donations
of at least $50,000 in the Caldwell County War Memorial
Hospital campaign is good, Thos. J. Simmons, chairman,
said Wednesday morning. Stores will be closed here all
day Thursday, while the H-Day drive is on.

" I t is now certain we shall not be able to complete our
canvass H-Day", Mr. Simmons said, urging that all volunteer workers stay faithfully on their jobs in assigned territories until the task has been finished.
Approximately $35,000 had been donated and pledged
up to Wednesday morning at 11 o'clock, Mr. Simmons said,
and "if the rank and file of our people in the city and county
will come through as well as those solicited already, our
goal will be reached".
*
Eddy Creek community is leading the rural section this
far, with $2,500, it is reported by Marion P. Brown and
William Jones.
Eddyville Road-Hollingsworth community, John Mahan
and Edwin Lamb reporting, had $1200 pledged up to Wednesday morning, with prospects good of increasing this total
appreciably.
The Rotary Club has pledged $1,500 to furnish a ro.om
and the hospital's business office.
The Special Gifts committee, with work partially completed, has approximately $10,000 in hand, Grayson Harralson and Merle Drain reported.
C. W . Gowin, a former resident here, sent a check for
$100 and Cornette's Store, Hopkinsville, sent one for $10,"
Mr. Simmons said.
Mr. Simmons said he was proud of the Negro citizens
of Princeton who have set themselves a goal of $1,500 and
are working hard to achieve this.
The chairman said he had sent 100 letters to former
residents of Princeton Tuesday, requesting they have a part
in providing a modern hospital to the community.
Committees will seek donations at Eddyville, Kuttawa
and Dawson Springs Friday, Mr. Simmons said, these nearby towns having indicated interest in Princeton's new hospital project, with some citizens in each place promising
donations.
"While our minimum goal is $50,000 in this drive", the
chairman said Wednesday, " I hope the people will realize
that this was an early estimate of our needs and that buildings and equipment costs have risen sharply within recent
months . . . so that we hope to obtain $70,000 in our H-Day
campaign."

V.F.W. And Legion Will
HonorCounty's War Dead

Officials of the V.F.W. and
American
Legion
announced
plans this week for a memorial
service to the heroic dead of
World War I and II, to be held
at the courthouse Memorial Day,
Friday, May 30, at 5 o'clock.
This is the first memorial service of its kind ever to be held
in the county, Sam Steger, commander of the V.F.W., said Wednesday, and all members of both
organizations are urged to participate.
Small white crosses, approximately 137 in number, will be
placed around the sidewalk of
the courthouse in honor of the
war dead and a large white cross

Attend District Meeting
For Republican Women
Mrs. L. E. Nichols, Mrs. Charles Hubbard, Mrs. Frank Morgan and Mr. and Mrs. L. W.
Bodenhamer attended a First
district
Republican
women's
Princeton Wins From
meeting at Mayfield May 14, at
which the
Governor's wife,
Marion In Late Rally
Mrs.
S.
S.
Willis,
was principal
Princeton rallied in the last
inning to score a 7-6 triumph speaker.
over Marion here Sunday afterGraveyard Cleaning Set
noon. '
The winners landed on Louie For Decoration Day
There will be an all-day
Perryman for three runs in the
last two innings to sew up the meeting at Bethlehem Cemetery,
game. Perryman had relieved near Crider, Decoration Day,
Mose Johnson, who left the game May 30, for the purpose of cleaning the graves, it was announced
with Marion ahead 6-4.
Rogers went the entire route Tuesday by Mrs. Charles Ratfor Princeton, as Pickens was liff. Basket dinner will be serheld out with a sore arm.
ved at the noon hour.

will be placed in the courthouse
yard in memory of the "unknown soldier".
V.F.W. and Legion officials do
not have a complete list of the
war dead and are urging the
public to submit names. The
cross dedicated to the unknown
soldier will take the place of
unknown soldiers in the county,
Mr. Steger said.
The veterans will parade before and after the service and
music will be furnished by the
Butler High School Band. The
streets will be roped off for the
event.
Speaker for the event will be
announced later, Mr. Steger said.

Benton Ready For 60th
Big Singing Sunday
Sunday is 60th annual Big
Singing Day at Benton and the
town is all set to entertain the
largest crowd to come for the
historic celebration since before
the war. The hordes that usually
attend the singing include former Marshall countians who regard Big Singing as an annual
homecoming event.
Attend District Meeting
Of legion Auxiliary
Mrs. Alvin Lisanby and Mrs.
Ernest Childress, Princeton, and
Mrs. Jimmy Landis, Fredonia,
attended the First District Conference of the American Legion
Auxiliary
in
Paducah
last
Wednesday, May 14. '

*
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Pennyrile Postscripts

Annual Clean-Up Important
fcuje

The annual Clean-Up time is here and,
for our own protection as well as for appearances of our own places and the city
as a whole, it is well we join in the seasonal sanitary project and get busy soon.
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Last year will go down in history as
remarkable for a series of serious hotel
fires in which more than 200 persons lost
their lives. The year's most striking picture, showing a young woman leaping to
her death on an Atlanta hotel marque,
shocked readers of this paper and won
the Pulitizer prize for its taker, a student
at Georgia Tech.
But, while we read and heard about the
hotel fires with horror, we paid little
enough heed to the less sensational fact
that more than 11,000 other lives were
lost in devastating fires all over the country, about half of them in homes. Onethird of these victims lived happily on
their farms a year ago, this time.
Farm home fires are not inevitable, in
our way of life, altho many persons harbor that delusion. The way to prevent
fires in rural dwellings Is to remove every
possible hazard; and the place to start is
•with trash ahd the accumulated newspapers, magazines, old mattresses and
other inflamables too frequently left
around in closets, attics, basements and
unused rooms. Home stored rubbish
started 18,000 fires last year.
Do you keep flammable liquids in your

home, or in other buildings on the place?
Are you certain the cleaning fluids you
use are inflammable? Do you use kerosene to start or quicken fires. Careless
use and storage of flammable fluids
caused 26,000 fires ih 1946.
And how about frayed electric cords
and dirty electric equipment? These
caused 31,000 fires last year.
The same care in removing fire hazards from the home should, of course, be
employed in barns and garages and all
other out-buildings, on the farm and in
town.
And Anally, there is the careless smoker, who starts more fires than any other
one factor.
Facts gathered by insurance companies
prove that 90 percent of all farm fires
could have been prevented. This is one
of the big reasons why the annual Spring
Clean-Up is so important . . . if it is done
and done properly.
Especially in a town and county where
fire fighting is by volunteers only is the
annual attention to the removal of all
possible fire hazards at clean-up time of
first importance.
And remember, every
fire raises insurance rates, since actuaries
base rates on experience.
Let us each have a Clean-Up time at
home; whether in town or the rural areas.
It will pay big cash dividends . . . and
may save Jives.

Waterfield, young, vigorous, fearless
and fair, has earned the enmity of several Kentucky Democratic leaders because
he fought for what he believed to be
right, in the interests of the whole State,
as a member of the Legislature.
His
long battle for the T V A as against the
Kentucky Utilities Company's ripper bills,
has aligned this powerful interest against

him . . . but should put the people on
his side.
It is the same in the case of the school
folk, whose battles he has fought consistently and ardently.
Had the State
Senate, under the dominance of Earle
Clements, gone along with the appropriation bill as passed by the House, much
of the present emergency in our schools
would have been avoided.
Waterfield fought for and finally succeeded in having passed the law which
permits farmers to buy gasoline for their
motorized equipment without paying the
State tax on such fuel. In this fight, he
lost strong political friends, who now are
opposing him. But he should have the
farmers' support, for he was on their
side.
Any examination of the public records
of the two men who now seek the Democratic gubernatorial nomination should
convince fair-minded individuals that
Waterfield is the man Kentucky needs
for Governor now.

Biggest Job In The World
Harry S. Truman is the most powerful
man in the world. He is at the head of
the largest organization ever set up to
keep the wheels
of government machinery turning.
A s President of the
United States he is authorized to call the
Army and the Navy into action when the
peace of the nation is imperiled. His salary is $75,000 a year, much smaller than
the salary of heads of many industrial
organizations. He does get certain expenses paid in addition to the straight
salary. In return for that, he is made
responsible for the welfare of approximately
140,000,000 people.
Industrial
chiefs are trained to direct the details of
the business organizations they head. A
man may be elected or succeed to the
presidency with practically no training.
Few have been so situated.
Not many times has that occurred.
But when Zachary Taylor entered the
White House his knowledge of the home
of the presidents was limited to possibly
a few casual visits. He would not have
gained the presidency without first having led United States troops to victory in
Mexico. And on a larger scale the same
is true of U. S. Grant. Both were military men, totally unacquainted with the
affairs of state that center in Washington. Other men too owed their elevation
to wars. But for the Spanish-American
war Theodore Roosevelt would not have
been chief magistrate of the nation. And
among others were Washington, Jackson,
William Henry Harrison, his grandson,
Benjamin, and Garfield, whose civic preparation merged with military records..
To assist him in operating the federal
government the President of the United
States gathers about him a group of men
chosen for their peculiar adaptation to
the work he requires of them. One aids
the President in raising and equipping
the army and sending it against the
enemy. One studies with the President
to build a navy and send its ships around
the world. One shares with the Presi-

dent his qualification to handle the finance of the nation, to advise the President how to pay its bills. One must be
ah able lawyer to discuss with the President points of law, and how to protect
the people from unwarranted attack by
lawless elements. One must be interested in parks and mines and Indian Affairs,
in conserving and developing our national
resources.
Agriculture stands high on
the list, and commerce and labor, each
has its part.
That in brief is the way the government is set up. But that is not all. The
President has overall supervision of many
independent government agencies — the
regulation of railroads and other forms
of transportation through the Interstate
Commerce Commission. The Civil Service Commission acts as personnel manager for the government workers, selecting those best qualified in the various
places of employment. But for the Securities and Exchange Commission stock
markets and financial dealings would be
only partially regulated. The tariff, the
budget, the Federal Trade and Federal
Communication commissions belong in
places prepared for them. And now to
these must be added the Veteran Administration, to operate hospitals, handle pensions, to look after the veterans' right to
secure an education and in general to
protect ex-service men and women.
(Owensboro Messenger)

Scientists belteve that in the early
stages of the development of the earth
its atmosphere was carbonic acid gas.
About 2,000 species of fossil plans have
been studied and classified from the carboniferous age.
The most important coal forming age,
the "Pennsylvania period," lasted at least
35 million years.
Most radios do not reproduce sounds
in more than about a third of the range
which can be heard by the human ear.
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The blow-gum trouble has apparently reached Its worrisome
worst at our house . . . with the
Cocker pup an addict. Now and
then, when David gets a big
bubble blown, the pup jumps
for it" and sometimes succeeds
in getting a share; which doesn't
bother Dave a bit.
•

*

*

Bubs Harralson, after his gridiron baptism of fire in the game
with Trigg High recently, can
talk nothing but football. He was
a little upset when his pants
split, but this is a small item
and the young husky is ready
to do plenty to visiting linemen,
come autumn.
•

*

*

Marshall Eldred, now practicing law at Louisville, was at
home recently, and very busy in
thp courthouse with a couple of
other big town attorneys. Wish
we had him here to help with
the hospital campaign . . . and
other civic chores, at which he
uster be right handy.
*

•

Areh Walker and Mark Cunningham disagreed loudly Monday morning about how many
pars the former scored in their
golf game Sunday. Arch claimed
five, Mark allowed three; but
anyhow,
our pal's score was
good enough, for this early in
the season.
•

*

*

Madisonville, which unblushingly admits to being "The Best
Town on Earth", gets a big play
in thp May issue of the Kentucky Jaycee, lively magazine
well edited by Paul Abell, with
Bill Powell as associate ed. It
is a source of considerable pleasure to me to observe how well
these young men maintain the
high standards of their State
publication.
*

*

•

Murray College had its annual Body Beautiful contest recently . . . and the picture I
saw of the 13 co-ed candidates
for the feminine title was most
pleasing. Down at Murray they
know a beautiful female has
plenty of curves . . . may by no
means be scrawny!
*

*
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T h e $ 9 , 1 7 5 to be awarded In the 1 9 4 7 contests will be shared by approximately 260
county, district and grand prlxe winners. Hotel and transportation expenses for famil.ei
of grand prize winners coming to'the Awards Luncheon will be paid.
Information can be obtained from your County Agent or Homa Demonstration Agent,
or by writing to tha Promotion Department of The Courier-Journal, The Louuvi||»
Times snd W H A S .

*

HERE

ARE THE 1 9 4 7 INCENTIVE
PROGRAMS
F O R YOUR
FARM
FAMILYAND F A R M

HOME

IMPROVEMENT

CAMPAIGN

$5,350

Open to Kentucky and Southern Indiana farm men and women. Newly
reorganized to pay more money to mora winners. W o m e n can win awards
In three departments. Men's contest Is divided Into two departments.
TOM

WALLACE

FORESTRY

AWARD.

$400

Kentucky and Southern Indiana farmers are eligible. Prizes are awarded
for over-all forestry program, for management of established wood areas,
and for planting of seedlings.
S A V E T H E SOIL C O N T E S T

$500

Kentucky and Southern Indiana farmers can win prizes for carrying out
. Intelligent soil conservation practices on their land. Soil conservation district
supervisors will lend assistance with this new program.
FUTURE

FARMER

CONTEST

Woteh,

$225

Begun this year for Kentucky F. F. A. members, this contest Is being supervised by the Kentucky Association of F. F. A. Information and contest
literature is being distributed to each F. F. A . Chapter in the State.
4 - H CLUB

CHAMPIONSHIPS

.Two

Watches

A State champion boy and State champion girl are selected for awards.
Contest Is conducted by the State 4 - H Club office and contest rules are
being sent to each 4 - H Club.

Did You Know?
U. S. mail transportation varies from great ocean liners and
helicopters through dog teams
and men on skis.

SOIL

CONSERVATION

ESSAY

$2,425

A lady iir the wilds of Fairfield County recently called her
local crossroads grocer and ask-

from
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About 95 percent of all new
locomotives being ordered for
American railroads are reported
to be Diesel-electric.
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At REACH'S in Hopkinsville

50
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Washington
Letter
FUN AND LEARNING ARE
NICELY MIXED BY
SOLONS' WIVES
By Jane Eads
Washington—The
"Class of
1947" of one of the Capital's
most select institutions—the "C.
C. School"—has been graduated
with circumstance and humor.
The "C. C. School" says the
class president, Mrs. Leroy Johnson, wife of the Republican congressman from California, may
stand for "Congressional Cuties,
or Cantankerous Cronies. It is
the rather informally conducted
Congressional Club school. The
Club's members, wives of U. S.
Senators and Representatives,
are the pupils.
Diplomas were awarded in
public speaking, bowling, hatmaking, bridge and "health-exercise."
Mrs. Clifford Davis, wife of the
Democratic representative from
Tennessee, and president of the
Congressional Club, inaugurated
the school.
Exhibitions of the work of the
hat-making and health-exercise
groups created the most excitement fand stimulated considerable hilarity.
Glamorous Mrs. John Davis
Lodge, wife of the Republican
representative from Connecticut,
was teacher of the latter grgup.
She was a professional dancer
before her marritg^e.
Mrs. Wesley D'Ewart, wife of,
the Republican representative
from Montana, was cited for "extreme devotion to duty under
exercise in spite of considerable
risk of life and limb."
The prize in hat making went
to chic and attractive Mrs. Robert A. Grant, wife of the Republican representative from Indiana for her creation of "Aleman Sombrero," a big straw
number with three balloons
moored to the peaked crown.
Mrs. Robert F. Rich, wife of
the Republican representative
from Pensylvania, exhibited her
"Cute Katie," a large-handled tea
strainer with yellow flowers

held j

insects

*

Duke Pettit has latterly become addicted to the wearing of
a black shirt. Don't know whether he is saving laundry or has
joined a secret
*
•organization.
*
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Kentucky School pupils compete for awards. Competition Is conducted
through the schools by the Kentucky Association of Soil Conservation
district supervisors.

e

Many residents of Madagascar
are believed to be descendants
of Malayans whom ethnologists
believe must have journeyed to
the island in small boats cen. turies ago.
e

Prize

for.

Purpose of the contest* l« to sncoursga good farming methods. Small landowners tn<j
tenants have an equal chance with big farm operators, judges are qualified personi
from Kentucky and Indiana Colleges of Agriculture and farm agencies.

Bill Burden, one" of the best
town marshals Eddyville ever
had and now marshal at Dawson
Springs, was a visitor in Princeton one day recently. He said
he was looking for a boy who
gave a cold check in the neighbor town. Bill stands for no
foolishness, is a fine peace officer.

e

Grand

Luncheon

Every farm family In Kentucky Is eligible to enter one or mors of tha tlx farm Incentlvt
programs being sponsored In 1 9 4 7 by The Courier-Journal, The Louisville Tlmei trtd
Radio Station W H A S . There are no costs of any kind.

Irl Stevens really enjoys getting back home from his Chicago
job; and has a lot of warm
friends who are equally pleased
to greet and visit with him.
*
*
*

e

of

Awards

y

are

Large crowds still go to the
local depot to see the Streamliner, especially Sundays. The
traffic congestion is bad at
such times, and last Sunday night
was a fair sample. Better park
away from the station, if you
want to leave expeditiously.
*
*
*

e

to the Farm

*

getting ready to take off June
10 on a two-mflnth motor tour,
planhing to visit the Gjund Canyon, California and points in
Canada. Friends are laying odds
he will get the home town jitters before this project is completed . . . and be back lifting
his numerous burdens before
July wanes.
•

Trips
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Yorker.
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Professional Politicians Vs
The Welfare Of The People
A professional politician is one who,
over a period of years, has made his living out of politics. That several such
men are currently taking the lead in espousing the cause of Earle C. Clements
for the Democratic nomination for Governor is not conducive to arousing the
interest of many thousands of voters in
Kentucky, needed for a victorious majority in November. The professionals
think of political expediency first, last and
all the time . . . whereas the citizens of
Kentucky are entitled to a Governor who
thinks first of the welfare of all the people of the Commonwealth. Such a man
is Harry Lee Waterfield.

SIX

H e sent m e a M o t h e r ' s D a y card,
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MANY BEAUTIFUL STATIONARY SUITES. YOU GET $50.00 FOR Y0U|
OLD SUITE REGARDLESS OF CONDITION.

FROM MAY 19th TO M A Y 31st INCLUSIV1
BEAUTIFUL TWO-PIECE VELOUR SUITE.

W O O D TRIM O N BASE AND FRONT OF

PLANE TYPE CUSHION FULL OF RESILENT COIL SPRINGS.

I rugs, bl<
• moth do
[weatherl

THIS SUITE IS A STEAL A T THE REC

$139.00
Trade-in Value
Old Suite

You pay only

$89.00
MANY OTHER FINE SUITES

Keach Furniture Co.
(Incorporated)

BIG STORE

—

9

FLOORS — KEACH'S HAS IT!

k
or

A R M - D E E P All

LAR PRICE OF . . .

>

I We are j

TRADE IN YOUR PRESENT LIVING ROOM SUITE FOR ANY OF 0U

r*»

r

F O R YOU
0LD
LIVING
ROOM SUITE!
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See,

pay, May 22, 1947
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VFW SPONSORS POPPY SALE

THE

GARDEN

By JOHN
OARDNKR
Kentucky Collage of Agriculture
and Home Economic^
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J. T. Graham
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Tomatoes

es With DDT
jiments have shown that
on ot lies
increases
iw in cows and increased
of beef produced,
in effective means of fty
like DDT, there is not
iason for farmers to peris to reduce profits In
or to be bothered with
nee of flies around the
d in any large numbers.
A. Price, head of the
gy Department of the
f Agriculture and Home
gives the following
oris relative to its use
DntroL
|water-suspensible power
ng 25 percent or 50 peris used for the control
|on livestock and on the
pf barns and other farm
To make the fintohed
Containing 2% percent
5r 2V4 pounds of the 25
[powder in 3 gallons of
% pound of the 50 perrder in the same amount
Use this same 2V4 per|T solution for spraying
iings and the livestock,
ky both at approximatesame time. The walls
floors, stalls, and all
laces where flies rest
eceive a course spray
to cover without run„toek should be sprayed
belly, side3 and legs,
out one quart an aniTirst treatment should
when flies become

SaifUar, lovable Margaret O'Brien, outstanding child star of MetroGoldwyn-Mayer motion pictures, is the official Buddy Poppy Girl
for the Veterans of Foreign Wars 26th annual sale of Uuddyl'oooias
this year.

The Veterans of Foreign Wars will conduct the 28th Annual
"Buddy Poppy" sale here Saturday, May 24. Girl Reserves will
canvass the business district under the leadership of Mrs. J. L.
Walker. Clifford McConnell, chairman of the Buddy Poppy sale,
announces money received will be used to help disabled veterans
now in veterans' hospitals. The Buddy Poppy is to be worn on
Memorial Day, in memory of men who gave their lives in their
country's cause.

News From The Past

Although some tomato plants
will have been set before this
reaches print, cool night weather
will have caused many gardeners to wait. It is hoped that the
soil was made fertile by plowing under a 2-inch coat of maunre and 20 percent superphosphate broadcast one pound to 80
square feet, or that some good
complete fertilizer was broadcast,
such at 3-9-6, 4-12-6 or 5-10-5,
one pound to 40 square feet, and
chopped in 4 inches deep, where
most of the tomatoes' roots lie.
The foregoing is routine, well
known by most gardeners, but
last year's loss of tomatoes by
blight now adds one item, that
of protecting the plants against
the possible recurrence of that
disease.
The best way this is accomplished is to spray with yellow
copper oxide, or with any of the
other fixed coppers, in effect,
"copper-plating" the plant so the
blight germs blowing about in
the air may not get a foothold. To
be fully effective, this "plating"
must cover both sides of the
leaves and the stems, bottom and
top. For a good job, liquid spraying is recommended, following
the
manufacturers'
directions
printed on the package. These
coppers come also in ready-to-use
5 percent dust, effective if
enough of the material is used,
one pound to 60 or 70 plants,
and if a good "fogging" duster
is used.
No sure spraying schedule
could be outlined here in Lexington, as season plays so large
a part in making applications
timely, but a good schedule,
though somewhat "blind," would
be to give the first spraying
when the plants were set and
repeating every two weeks until six or seven sprayings were
given. Even though no late
blight occurred (as did last
year), the spray money will not
have been wasted because the
plants, having been protected
against early blight (which always comes), would bear more
bountifully and enough longer
to reimburse the gardener for
all his expenses. Besides, he
would all the while have had the
comfortable knowledge that his
tomatoes were 'insured," should
the blight come.

I ?, the second one, two
*er and subsequent ones
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
k intervals. Often two
treatments properly who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of Twiceill give protection for A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton reay may be applied with porters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
ard
sprayer,
bucket
January 20, 1920. Mrs. John nected with the Hillyard general
napsack sprayer
o r Ligoft gave a 500 party in honor store at Fredonia for some time.
>w sprayer. For best of her guest, Miss Mary Malone, He understands the retail busiII farms in the neigh- last Wednesday afternoon, from ness to perfection and will make
hould be treated sim- 2 until 4 o'clock. Those at each the Cash and Carry Store a sucly and on a coopera- table making highest score were cessful manager.
»»
presented with a potted plant.
held in storage for They were Mesdames Butler
January 20, 1920. Alfred Ehrpurposes, can be p r o - and Koltinsky and Miss Pick- enwald returned yesterday from
om attacks of stored ering. A salad luncheon was New York, where he purchased
cts by treating them served.
a large stock of new and up-topercent DDT, pyroThose present were Mesdames date good3 for his big store at
or magnesium oxide Butler, Geo. Phillips,
Hinkle this place.
e rate of % ounce a Rawles, Harry Blades, Jr., Sgm
eds so treated should Kontinsky,
Clifton
Hollowell, 4
February 3, 1920. Rudy Caned for human or ani- Otho Towery, Virginia Mayes
trell,
of the district census office
mption.
Rice, L. T. Webster, Misses Mary
Sixty farmers in Graves counat Murray, is visiting his parents,
application of DDT Malone, of Cadiiz, Anna Meade
ty planted 96,100 locust and pine
Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Cantrell.
issive inhalation of the Mayes and Gladys Pickering.
trees this spring.
use of a respirator
I : over the nose, and V January 20, 1920. Stegar Dollar A February 17, 1920. The followLe
exposed parts of has accepted the management of ng attended the Godowisky Reagainst the soil solu- the Cash and Carry Store, this cital in Paducah at the Kentucky
city. Mr. Dollar has been con- Theatre last night: Mrs. J. E.
Baker, Mrs. A. S. Pitzer, Mrs.
W. C. Waggoner, Miss Marion
Carmoncitis Hillyard and Miss
Mae Tuggle.

oth-Proofing

are prepared to Moth-Proof your clothing,
blankets — any article that is subject to
damage —- always a danger in the hot
her months.

aranteed For 10 Years
the life of the article

Dry Cleaning
A T I O N A L

Jnstitute of Cleaning
* Dyeing
• MEMBER •

Phone 111

Caldwell
Thurs-

day, May 22 than working and giving to provide
our people with hospital
facilities like
they

may

this

where

have the ad-

vantages of modern medical science and 24-houra-day professional care!

No Show Thursday Afternoon
We're going to be too busy working for the

N E W

H C S P I T A L

A MODERN HEALTH CENTER FOR PRINCETON — A LIVING MEMORIAL FOR OUR WAR HEROES

OPEN 6 P. M.
THURS. NITE
(FRIDAY - 1:00 P. M. TO 11:00 P. M.)

COME D O W N AND CELEBRATE THIS GREAT
DAY! . . . HERE'S A JOYFUL,

• t.Minff

JUNE ALLYSON
=
LUCILLE S R E M I R
f
JUDY G A R L A N D
?
KATKRYN GRAYSON
VAN HEFUN'lENA HORN!
VAN JOHNSON
IONY MARTIN
•w D I N A H S H O R
f
FRANK SIN
i
ROBERT WALKER

COLORFUL,

MUSI-FUL, EYE-FUL TREAT JUST TO FIT THIS
GRAND O C C A S I O N ! . . .

TUES. & WED., MAY 27-28

AN AMORAL WOMAM ! . .
FROM THE WRONG SIDE OF LIFE

Added Features!
DONALD DCCK CARTOON — NO. 6 "CRIMSON GHOST'

USE ANYWHERE. As the
name implies, Universal
Enamel is adaptable for
use anywhere, Indoors or
out - many beautiful colors

Steger Lumber Co.
Princeton,

Kentucky

W C K/l t»HANI • oi>: OHHY
VV J 1*1 r.AT r. ; o » , . <> i ' m

PEOPLE SPOKE ONLY IN
WHISPERS OF THIS MAN
ANDJ^kTHEGIRL
W H O w i P LIVED
Thiiia Productions Inc presents

1.25

.65

RED SPOT Enamel Undercoater 4

2.40

1.25

.65

RED SPOT PERMALITE

4

2.40

1.25

.65

5

2.75

1.50

.85

.45

5

2.75

1.50

.85

.45

1.70

.90

.50

CASEIN (Original Cold
Water Paint)

3.00

1.70

.®0

J o i n e r ' s
"Your Paint Store of Friendly Service"

He's

Back...

In Love Again!

j L

,„ The

3_ED H O U S E I
with

JUDITH
RORY
AllfNf
ANDFRS0N • CAIH0UN • ROBERTS
J III IE

ONA

10ND0N

I

I

HARRY

• MUNS0N • SHANNON

From the novel THE R F D H O U S l "
by GeOf|;i* Ai'.new c h a m b e r l a i n
Written lot the . r e c t i j n d D m ted
«

RED SPOT FLA TWALL PAINT 3

THURS. & FRI., MAY 29-30

LON MCALLISTER |

2.40

3.75

EXTRA! EXTRA!
MARCH OF TIME — "GERMANY—HANDLE WITH CARE"

And Misadventuring

EDWARD G. ROBINSON

RED SPOT FLOOR ENAMEL 4

RED SPOT White Creosote

nothing more

County H-Day —

Gallon Gallon Quarts Pints Pints
RED SPOT 4-HR. ENAMEL $5
$2.75
.45
$1.50
.85

.

Mississippi was the first U.S.
Biloxi was the site of the first
state to provide a residence for
colony in Mississippi.
its chief executive.

important in

<n>
w

Red Spot House Paint — $5 in 5 gal. lots.

RED SPOT SHELLAC

The National Geographic Society has selected the University
of Kentucky Department of Geography as a repository for commercially unavailable maps, indicies, and other research material. More than $400 worth of
maps already have been received
and will be used for library
and research study.

bigger —

SUN. & MON., MAY 25-26

RED SPOT LINOQUICK

U.K. Receives Scarce Maps

W e think there is nothing

V March 23, 1920. Arch Walker
has bought of the Princeton Auto
Sales Co., an Essex Roadster,
and tried it out yesterday. It is
a dandy car and Mr. Walker is
very proud of it.
April 2, 1920. W. W. Childress,
of Hopson, was in town Wednesday and stated that his son,
Aubrey, who is under treatment
at the Jennie Stuart Hospital, at
Hopkinsville, was doing nicely.

to extend up the wall 12 Inches.
Across the room is the wood box
on castors beside the range, the
cabinet for baking being nearby. Another aid for easier housekeeping is a small table on castors. Mrs. Simmons did all the
remodeling and redecorating, the
only expenditure being for linoleum and enamel.

A MOST IMPORTANT EVENT!

SATURDAY, MAY 24 - OPEN 10:00 A. M.

These prices on First Quality Paint —

denhamer's

The attractive green and white
kitchen of Mrs. Charlie Simmons,
Hardin county, is an example,
of what can be done by using
things on hand, plus inventiveness and work, according to Mrs.
Lorene Blankenship, home demonstration agent. Having learned
B'g Spring Homemakers
Club how time, steps and labor
can be saved when kitchen

equipment is correctly placed,
Mrs. Simmons set about to re-arrange her room and make it
convenient without a large outlay of money.
Across one side of the kitchen
are storage cabinets made by
removing the top half from an
old-time "safe", each section
flanking a storage cabinet and
sink. Rounding the corner is
more shelf space, then the refrigerator. All table surfaces are
topped with linoleum applied

^ March 9, 1920. The following
"tender foots" were initiated at
Elks Hall Saturday night in
special session; James H. McLin,
Henry Keeney, Charles Eaker,
James
Beck, Charles Terry,
George Stevens, Guy Lowrey
and Phillip Stevens. After the
initiation services the lodge adjourned for lunch, which was
served in the reception room. A
large attendance was recorded,
and a great deal of fun was had
at the expense of the new members. _

Compare
or Phone us for additional information.

Re-Arranged Kitchen
Saves Time And Steps

Page Three
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PLUS! M-G-M FEATURETTE
"THE LUCKIEST GUY IN THE WORLD"

NEWSREEL — COLOR COMIC

FOX MOVIETONE NEWS

CAPITOL T H E A T R E

Thursday, May 22, |

Advisory Council May 30
The summer advisory council
of the Homemakers Clubs will
be held in the little courtroom
of the courthouse May 30 at
1:30 P. M.
Program for next year will be
planned and plans will be discussed tor the summer's work.
dlub presidents and county
leaders should attend this meeting, stated Miss Wilma Vandiver,
home agent.

Schedule
May 22, 1:30 P. M. — Eddy
Creek, Mrs. Herschel Drennan,
hostess; May 23, 2:00 P. M. —
Hopkinsville Road, Mrs. H. A.
Goodwin, hostess; May 26, 1:30
P. M. — Quinn, Miss Alta Towery, hostess; May 27, 2:00 P. M.
— Cobb, Mrs. Guy Luallen, hostess; May 28, 1:30 P. M. — Farmersville, Mrs. Hewlett McDowell,
hostess.

Piney Grove

The Piney Grove Homemakers
Club was recently organized at
the home of Mrs. Charlie Hicks.
The following officers were
elected; President, Mrs. Hubert
Alexander; vice president, Mrs.
W. H. Claxton; secretary-treasurer, Mrs. Freda Alexander; program conductor, Mrs. Charlie
Hicks; major project leaders,
Mrs. Hicks and Mrs. Stallard
Thomas; publicity chairman, Mrs.
Lucy Brown.
The next meeting will be with
Mrs. Stallard Thomas, June 16,
at 1:30 P.M.

are greatly reduced la th,
season.

rls, and thought for the month
was given by Mrs. Shellle White,
Jr.
Refreshments were served by
the hostess, assisted by Mrs. Ragon Cummins.
The next meeting will be held
Thursday, June 19, at the home
of Mrs. Willie Wyatt, at 2
o'clock.
Visitors were the state director of homemakers, Miss Gillette,
Miss Vandiver, Florence Oliver,
Sandra White, Gerald Cummins
and Charles Skees, Jr.

Many trees bear
male flowers.

Mrs. Tula Goodwin *was hostess to Cedar Bluff Homemakers
Monday, May 12. Mrs. W. H.
Pool presided at the meeting,
and gave the landscaping notes
and garden report.
Mrs. Fred Groves presented
an article about the Pennyroyal
and Purchase regions of Kentucky, and Mrs. Tully Choice
read for the devotional, Genesis 1: 26-31. "Buying Equip- CLAIMS SHE WAS CHAINED TO CHAIR — Mary Mehalko
ment" was the subject of the (above), 20, demonstrates the manner in which she claims she
major lesson, given by Mrs. was chained to a bedroom chair in her Meadville, Pa., home
Andrew Ladd.
(May 14). County Detective L. P. Stauss quoted Miss Mehalko
Refreshments were served to as saying her father chained her to the bedroom chair for two
Mesdames Will Henry Pool, days to prevent her marriage. Stauss said Charles Mehalko, 45,
Aaron Cummins, Orville Bates, the girl's father, is being held on a cruelty to a minor charge.
Fred Groves, Andrew Ladd, (AP Wirephoto)
Tula Choice; and Misses Sally
Ann McGowan, Sue Pool, BonThe U. S. postoffice makes
nie Sue Groves and Wilma Van- widespread use of X-ray madiver.
chines to detect goods, the mailing of which is forbidden.
Everybody Reads The Leader!

The Bethany Homemakere Club
met at the home of Mrs. Leo
Coleman, May 16.
Mrs. Clarence Nichols presided
at the meeting, read the devotional, and gave a talk on the
"Western Section of Kentucky."
Mrs. Leo Coleman gave the garden notes. "Buying Equipment,"
the major project was discussed
by the club. 1
Mrs. Dewey Jenkins read the
thought for the month.
Mrs. Marvin Sigler had charge
of the recreational program. Mrs.
Myrtle Angel visited the club.
The club will meet with Mrs.
Dewey Jenkins June 20, at 1:30
P. M.

Stock Company, your policy is backed by B0!

I '
Is most I
l ^ L a t i n A]

paid capital and surplus.

'fwlK'-e domestic

You are never liQb|

COMPLETE INSURANCE 8EKVICE
111 W. Market St

PI

Specials On
Drapery Materials
1.98 values' n o w 31.39 yd.
1.00 values" now 75c yd.
1.98 values- now 98c yd.

self against loss from various hazards
is through insurance.

1.39 values" now 75c yd.

Our experience thru many years quali-

4 8 " wide

fies us to act as your insurance advisors,
and to provide proper and sufficient in-

Regular Cretonne

surance at reasonable cost.
Represented

Fast colors, 59c, 69c and 75c a yard

P

J O H N E. Y O U N G

u

r
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INSURANCE AGENCY
Phone 25

S. Harrison St,

We're knocking the props from under prices on merchandise you can USE RIGHT NOW!
Ladies and Misses

The Consolidation of

Kentucky Bus Lines
With

Union Bus Terminal
Located at Corner of Market and Hawthorne Sts.

It is estimated that an average
of 13 tanker ships arrive each
day in U. S. north Atlantic ports.
The first Red Cross field hospital was set up at the battle of
Shiloh during the Civil War
April 7, 1862.

Solid Color Gabardine

SHORTS

Card Of Thanks

Through this medium we desire to express our sincere thanks
<o our many friends and neighbors for the many deeds of kindness bestowed on us during the
recent illness and death of our
loved one, Mrs. F. H. Tudor.
Especially, do we want to
thank the Morgan Funeral directors, the Rev. Holland, pastor
of the Shady Grove Baptist
Church, for his consoling words,
and those who sent the many
beautiful floral offerings.
May God's richest blessing
rest on each of you is our prayer.
F. H. Tudor,
Her Sisters and Mother, ltp

DRESS beautiful
prints sizes 12-44

81x99
Seamless

SIlGCtS

AUCTION
SERVICE

W e offer you Courteous and Prompt Service
Times»Inquire as to Our Schedules and
nomical Rates.

Cigarettes, Cold Drinks, Candies

Graduate
Auctioneer

Princeton, Ky.
Route 1, Phone
Farmersville 2821

Postman Blue

How women and girls
get wanted relief
from functional periodic

Wash Pants

paio

Cardul U a. liquid medicine which
many women say b u brought relief
from the crimp-like afony and nervous (train of functional perlodlo
distress. Here's bow It ma y balp:

Taken Ilk* a tonln.
It ehoold stimulate
appetite, aid digestion,* thus help build resistance for the "time"

1

Started 3 days before •'jour time". It
VI
should belp relieve
1 P*|P due to purely funo/
tl offal periodic causes.
Try Cardul. If It belpa, you'll
ba glad you did.
«

2
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Friendship

Friendship Homemakers met
at the home of Mrs. Charles
Skees Thursday, May 15, with
10 members and six visitors
present.
Topic of the major project was
"Using Thought Before Buying
Electrical Equipment", which was
given by Miss Wilma Vandiver,
Home Demonstration Agent. The
minor project, "Know Kentucky", was given by Mrs. Orland
Newsom. The devotional, from
John I, Chapter I, verses 1-15
was given by Mrs. Deamon Mor-
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IIG-CAR QUALITY
LOWEST COST
, . . and only Chevrolet offers it!
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Government Eases Its
Building Restrictions

• / j

Washington. (AP) — The government

improved

the

eased

its

building

re-

Check Cashers
Warned By State

strictions Tuesday to permit con-

service

struction of homes with a maximum of 2,000 square feet of floor
space, under certain circumstances. This is 500 square feet
more than previously authorized
for new dwellings.
The new rules, ordered by the
Federal Housing Administration
at the request of Housing Expediter Frank R. Creedon, will
apply when:
1. The size or composition of
the family group to be housed
requires four or more bedroom*:
2. The applicant requires additional floor space, In his residence, for the practice of his
business or profession, and
3. The applicant purchased a
lot subject to deed restrictions
in excess of 1,500 square feet
and made the purchase at a time
when no regulations were in effect that would have prevented
him from proceeding with construction.
Either veteran or non-veterftn
applicants building for their own
occupancy may build houses with
maximum floor area if they meet
these requirements, the expediter's office announced.

grew.

A

Frankfort, May 20 ( S p e r l a l ) —
request that all institutions,

li i

,

firms and individuals cashing
both veteran and state unemToday, with domestic comployment benefit checks issued
panies in the Latin field, Pan
by the Kentucky UnemployAmerican has an application bement Compensation Commission
fore the CAA asking authority
carefully check Social Security
to operate fast, non-stop scheNumbers on these checks against
dules to Baltimore, Washington,
the Social Security Numbers of
New York, Boston, Chicago, Debearers was made this week by
troit, Houston, Los Angeles,
the Commission.
Philadelphia, San Francisco and
Commission officials stated the
Seattle.
request
waB prompted by the
In addition to that, a number
fact that many banks, stores and
of air transport companies ownsometimes individuals are cashed in Latin America already are
ing jobless benefit checks for
flying to Miami, and have been
bearers who are not rightful regranted or are seeking extencipients.
This comes about, the
sions to interior cities of the
Commission explained, because
United States. None of these
there is often a duplication of
foreign flag services operate benames of persons in the same
yond Miami at the moment.
town or county.
When they do, and should
But, it was pointed out4 if
PAA be granted domestic routes,
the bank or firm asked to fash
any city in the United States,
this check would compare the
no matter how deeply in the inSocial Security number on the
terior, is a potential gateway to
check with the Social Security
Latin America.
number of the person presenting
For the time being New York AWAITING WORD OF DAUGHTER'S SLAYER—Mr. and Mrs. William Thompson await word
it, confusion could instantly be
and San Francisco are the trans- in their Lansdale, Pa., home of the slayer of their five-year-old daughter, Carol Ann, whose body
eliminated. The Social Security
atlantic and transpacific gate- was found in a well after she was abducted. Sitting on Thompson's lap is the girl's brother,
number of every check recipient
William,
6,
who
was
with
his
sister
when
the
abduction
occurredXAP
Wirephoto)
ways. But the Betty Jo, a miliis written on that person's check
tary plane, recently flew nonthe UK College of Agriculture
before
it leaves the commission's
Hog
Sanitation
Pays
stop from Honolulu to New
and Home Economics, they next Roaster Project
central office at Frankfort. This
York, and the Pacusan DreamFarmers Good Returns
bred their sow3 to farrow soon
provides an immediate and inboat over-the-pole from HonoluJohn P. Wilson and his father- after March 1. Washed and mov- Enlists 4-H'ers
fallible check on the identity pf
lu to Cairo, Egypt. What military
in-law, Lyle Shuck, of Fulton ed to clean lots, the sows farNegro 4-H members in Logan the person presenting a check
aircraft perform today, transThe carpet beetle or buffalo county, have proof that it pays rowed on sloping ground. From county are raising 1,900 White to be cashed and shows whether
port planes duplicate tomorrow.
moth is accused by Prof. W. A. to follow the sanitation plan the spring litter, they saved 44 and Barred Rock chickens in co- the check is his or rightfully beWhat will these events mean
Price, entemologist at the Agri- with the farrowing of their sows. pigs out of 51 farrowed. The operation with local hatcheries, longs to someone else.
to cities which point proudly to
cultural Experiment Station at Two years ago, the fall and hogs were sold at about 6 months according to Bennett K. Brown,
their status as gateways?
Lexington, of doing much of the spring litters from eight sows of age when they averaged 210 Negro farm agent. Each mem- similar projects during the past
ber who enrolled in the project four years, better management
damage sometimes attributed to yielded only 36 hogs for mar- pounds, and brought $1,800.
Although the Lambeth Walk clothes moths. A sly insect, the ket, averaging 226 pounds at
was given in April 50 chicks and of laying flocks and improvebecame a popular dance 10 years carpet beetle hides behind base- about 9 months, and bringing
Saudi Arabia, with only a 100 pounds of feed, and in Oc- ment of brooder and laying
ago, Lambeth walks existed in boards or in lint found in cracks, • M M ,
— small area of its oil concessions tober will return 12 roasters -houses--are increasing, says Mr.
England as far back as the 17th then comes out at night to feed • Following the recommenda- developed, is the fifth largest weighing 5 pounds or more to Brown.
Century when tiles made in upon wool rugs, upholstery or tions of Farm Agent John B. oil producing nation in the pay for the cost of the chicks
Lambeth were used as street clothing, and upon animal fi- Watts and swine specialists from world.
and the feed. As a result of Everybody Reads The Leader!
pavings.
bers of all kinds—even to the
There are about 45,000 miles back of a rug, the brush of the
of pipe line in U. S. oil fields carpet sweeper or on some
to gather the oil and about rayons. __
70,000 miles of "main trunk"
To .control this pest, spray its
pipelines to transport it.
living quarters with a 5 percent
solution of DDT in oil, said Mr.
•i
f.
Price. The mixture is sold
through hardware and drug
When You Want to
stores. Inasmuch as DDT kills
beetles, larvae and moths only
by contact and not by fumigation, careful application is necessary. Remove clothes from the
•
Or when you need
closet, then spray the walls and
floor, paying particular attention
to cracks at the top and bottom
Only Chevrolet gives you the Big-Cai
edges of the baseboard, or wherbeauty and luxury of Body by Fisher.
ever lint might collect. Two
at lowest prices 1
treatments during the summer
are recommended at intervals of
Call or see
three to four months.
A 10 percent DDT powder,
used back of the baseboard, is
also effective.
To protect wool garments,
Phone 260
Princeton, Ky.
S. Seminary St.
blankets and furs against moths,
Prof. Price recommends dry
cleaning or sunning and thorough
Only Chevrolet gives you the Big-Car
brushing as the first step, with
performance and dependability of a
special attention paid to 6eams
Valve-in-Head Thrift-Master Engine . . .
and pockets.
together with such remarkably low cost
For storing garments to be
of upkeep 1
hung, paper bags from the laundry are satisfactory if they are
unbroken, and if openings are
carefully sealed with gummed
tape or glue. For added protection, it is recommended that a
cupful o f paradichlorobenzine
crystals, known as PDB, be tied
in a piece of cheese cloth and
Pasteurized Milk Is
BOILING POINT
hung from the hanger at the
neckline, as the fumes go downOnly Chevrolet gives you the combined
ward. ,
Big-Car comfort and safety of the KneeOne pound of PBD crystals
BOILED OR C O O K E D
Action Ride and Positive-Action Hydrauwill
give protection to woolen
lic Brakes . . . together with such
t
articles stored in a trunk, the
extremely low operating costs 1
crystals being sprinkled between
In Pasteurization the Board of Health
layers and over the top of the
r e t i r e s that milk be held at 143 degarments.
grees for 30 minutes to kill all harmful bacteria found in milk that is not
pasteurized.
Simple Methods

, Flu —There is a revolu- can field.
|„n w aviation, and no one
Eastern Air Lines extended its
just were it will end.
New York-Miami route to San
gateways a r e on the Juan, Pureto Rico. National Air
Lines, flying the same domestic
- change is most evident territory, moved its southern
m the Latin American terminus to Havana. Pan Ameri^ where d o m e s t i c carriers can Airways began to fly from
San Juan direct to New York.
tering the foreign field,
The immediate result was that
jni once was the gateway
,tin America. Passengers ar- the transfer points for many inpassengers
were
here by plane, train or ternational
moved to new gateways — New
a n j boarded P a n American
ays clippe™ f o r p° l n t s a s York, San Juan and Havana
J as 6,500 miles to the shared the gateway business
The gateway business was with Miami.
That made four gateway cities
many millions to Miami
,rolls and s e r v i c e s
per- instead of the pre-war one. But
_ aircraft maintenance, the changes that threw the
change-planes picture into a state
food, taxis and such,
[t simple picture h e l d true of flux didn't end there.
late in 1946, w h e n the C i v New Orleans became a gatelautics A u t h o r i t y granted way with important air schedule
to Central America. National's
A L 5 B U R Y S A L flights to Havana depart from
Tampa, giving that Florida city
a toe-hold on the business. Houston and Corpus Christ! became
gateways to Mexico, sharing the
far western traffic with Los
Angeles.
Several other lines have been
granted certificates to operate
|'| good n a w s
into Latin America but have not
L al diidten raUen—
yet inaugurated the new services
r. Sobbur/t AVt-TON kaaps
—which will create new gatei large rovndwonns and
ways.
worms conveniently,
Technical development in airally. U*e it reguiaHyl
craft has made these changes
possible. Pan American Airways,
pioneer in the Latin service, began its operations in 1927 from
Key West, Ehu, to Havana, 90
miles across the Gulf Stream.
Aircraft in those days were
Rock
for Uirff I c
limited in range and load-lifting
It #
ability. It was necessary to approach as close as possible to the
destination, and take off from
there. A year later slightly betVood Drug Store
, 611
Princeton, K y . ter planes permitted shifting the
takeoff point to Miami, and as
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How P a s t e u r i z e d M i l k Safeguards
Your Family's Health = = = = =

fall cars, only the new 1 9 4 7 Chevrolet gives you

|GCAR QUALITY AT LOWEST COST,
with all that this means in
txtra motoring satisfaction.

i ut today. Place and keep your order with us for a
^w 1947 Chevrolet. Enjoy the fall motoring safisfac< to which you are entitled... BIG-CAR QUALITY AT
LOWEST COST . . . found only in this one cart

NOT

NEW 1947
CHEVROLET

Stevens Chevrolet Company
Princeton, Ky.
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Renew Straw Hats

If last year's straw hat looks
slightly dingy, try the simple
trick of brushing it with a piece
of velvet, recommends Miss
Dorothy Threlkeld, specialist in
clothing at UK College of Agriculture and Home Economics.
The velvet removes all traces of
dust without injury to the straw.
The original crispness and luster
may be restored by brushing it
with clear shellac diluted with
an equal amount of denatured
alcohol.

C O O K I N G COMMENCES"

PASTEURIZATION

160

160

143

143
138

TUBERCULOSIS
FEVER_

GERMS KILLED

137
130

GERMS KILLED

G O TO CORNETTE'S
•

9!

OVER 600 PATTERNS IN STOCK,
FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Tic to

Buy What You Want—Return What You Do Not Need

Cornette's

SOUTH

HOPKINSVILLE

MAIN

*..

DIPTHERIA

98.6

BODY TEMPERATURE.

Germs

mul-

tiply rapidly in unpasteurized milk.

Thermometer shows temperatures at
which fatal disease germs are killed
in pasteurization.

32

i

FREEZING

>

Pasteurized milk is not boiled or cooked. It is scientifically heated to a temperature of 143 degrees Fahrenheit, according to State Board of Health regulations, and kept at this temperature for 30 minutes. This destroys all harmful bacteria and does not affect the taste.
The illustrative thermometer chart (above) shows the pasteurizing temperature and the particular temperatures at which harmful and deadly germs are killed. Maintenance of this 143 degree temperature is necessary to permanently obliterate the germs.

Per Roll
•

708

"TYPHOID -- DYSENTRY

GERMS KILLED

OR THE FINEST

Wall Paper

-

GERMS KILLED

139

STREP T H R O A T - 1 3 3
FOR THE CHEAPEST —

SCARLET FEVER
TONSILITIS 1

GERMS KILLED

140

UNDULANT

PASTEURIZATION

INSIST ON THIS PROTECTION IN THE
MILK YOU FEED YOUR FAMILY!

Princeton Cream & Butter Co.
Am
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Waterfield Asks
Special Session

Vacation Bible
School Begins At
3 Local Churches

1

' I, '

v*

>OI

-

(Continued from page one)
June 6. Thia program will be
prepared during the school and
every child will have a part in
it. (We may broadcast this program from our church.).
7. Other features will Include:
Bible
drills, workshop
and
handiwork, music drills, directed
recreation, light refreshments
for the smaller children, the annual picnic and dozens of other
thrille and benefits for every
child and young person in attendance.
(Note: Because of unusual expenses involved, the number of
teachers used, the time schedule,
etc., we must limit the school
to those children of our Methodist Constituency and those not
attending Sunday School anywhere regularly.
The faculty includes: Nursery:
Mrs. Ralph Randolph, supt.;
Mrs. O. T. Strong, Mrs. Jewell
Creasey, Jr., Mrs. Woodson Gray,
teachers and helpers. Beginners
Dept.: Mrs. F. K. Wylie, supt.;
Mrs. T. J. Simmons, Mrs. Hearne
Harralson, Mrs. Maxwell Calloway, Miss Mary Sue Sartin,
teachers and helpers. Primary
Dept.: Mrs. Charles Hubbard,
supt.; Mrs. Frank Webb, Mrs.
Charles McGough, Mrs. Joe Little, Miss Barbara Clinard, teachers and helpers. Junior Dept.:
Mre. Olan Leftwich, supt.; Mrs.
HiUery Barnett, Mrs. Dudley
Smith, Mrs. Merle Brown, Miss
Clemma Keeney, teachers and
helpers. Intermediate &nd Youth
Depts.: Mrs. Don Boitnott, supt.;
Mrs. J. Lester McGee, Mrs. Bart
Griffith, Mrs. Madie Jones,
George Webb, teachers and helpers. Transportation Committee
Chairman: Mrs. Howard Rice.
Pageant .Committee Chairman:
Mrs. C. H. Jaggers.

Presbyterian School
Will Start Monday
Daily Vacation Bible School
will be held at Central Presbyterian Church from Monday,
June 2 through Friday, June
13, according to plans announced by the pastor, the Reverend
David W. Schulherr.
The Bible School -is open, to
all young persons between the
ages of 4 and 15 years and will
be held Monday through Friday of both weeks, from 8:30

Urges Willis To Act
In School Emergency,
Pledges Aid
(By Aaaoolatad Preae)

Louisville — Harry Lee Waterfield, candidate for Democratic nomination for governor,
asked Gov. Simeon Willis Monday to call a special session of
the State Legislature to provide
"adequate financial support for
the next fiscal year to relieve
the present educational emergency."

BEAUTY FOUND DEAD—The
body of Mrs. Paul Refoule
(above) was found in Peachtree Creek at Atlanta, Ga.,
(May 14) and police said Bhe
apparently had been strangled
to death. (AP Wirephoto)
to 11:30 a.m.
Bible study, Bible stories,
singing, handicraft, games, and
other interesting features will
be included in the program.

Baptist School Will
Continue Two Weeks
A two weeks' Vacation Bible
School for children and young
people began Monday morning,
May 19, at the First Baptist
Church, it was announced by
Mrs. Bernard Jones, secretary.
Enrolment Monday was 155 pupils she said, and Tuesday's attendance was 197. Classes begin
each morning at 8:30 o'clock and
continue until 11:30.
Officers are the Rev. Carl
Overton, principal; Mrs. Bernard
Jones, secretary, and Miss Nancy
Groom, pianist.
Intermediate department: Mrs.
H. C. Russell, superintendent;
Mrs. Roy Ward, Mrs. Duke Pettit
and Mrs. Edward Jones, teachers; Miss Rosie Beck, pianist;
and Miss Louise Hammonds,
secretary.
'
Junior Department, No. 1,
ages 9 and 10: Mrs. McKee
Thomson, superintendent; Mrs.
Lucille Armstrong, Miss Irene
Beckner, Mrs. Percy Pruett, Mrs.
O. N. Cartwright, Mrs. Mary
Rich, teachers; Judy Pruett,
secretary; Miss Carolyn Taylor,
choister; and Miss Joan Watson,
pianist.
Junior Department, No. 2,
ages 11 and 12; Mrs. Mary Grace
Spickard, superintendent; Mrs.
Nell McLin, Mrs. A. F. Bridges,
teachers, and Miss Cynthia Cunningham, secretary.
Primary Department:
Mrs.

$15.00 CASH

for

your

old Singer
Drophead
Sewing Machine.
Write R. Shrote, 412 E . Elchel Ave.
Evanavllla, Ind.

HOUSE PAINT

Waterfield's request was contained in a telegram he sent to
the governor which the candidate signed as speaker of the
state House of Representatives.
The candidate pledged
"my
support and cooperation in attending to the legislation without, fanfare and delay. I have
had opportunity to contact many
Democratic members of the
House of Representatives. I am
in position to commit the cooperation of the majority."
Waterfield told the Republican governor that the education
problem "is an issue" in the Aug.
2 primaries. "But, the importance of solving the present critical situation which affects the
lives and well being of Kentucky's youth, transcends political
consideration."
Waterfield mentioned the new
fiscal year begins July 1 and
added: "School boards and superintendents are faced with a serious problem of securing qualified teachers at present salary
levels."

State Parks Body
Wins Approval

9-Member Commission
Favored To Promote
Proper Development

Louisville — (JP) — Organization of a Kentucky State Parks
Association to promote development of State parks under a
nine-member
commission
of
park supporters was recommended at a meeting here May
17, by a group representing
several sections of the State.
The group also endorsed a
resoultion adopted by the Kentucky Lake Association calling
for creation of a State Park
Commission similar to the present State Game and Fish Commission, which has a member
representing each of the nine
congressional districts. The resolution asked candidates for
governor and the state legislature to express their views on
the proposed commission.
This meeting was called by
Eugene Stuart, secretary-manager of the Louisville Automobile Club, after the Kentucky
Lake Association had adopted
it3 resolution.
Henry Ward, Paducah, State
senator and secretary-treasurer of the Lake association, was
elected temporary chairman of
the meeting. At its conclusion
he was authorized to poll representative park development
supporters and organizations as
to their stand on the proposed
parks commission.
Carl Overton, superintendent;
Mrs. L. W. Bodenhamer, Mrs.
Roy Nesmith, Mrs. J. E. Akers,
Mrs. Hugh S. Skees, Miss Annie
Martin, Mrs. Myrtle Brandon,
Mrs. Johnnie Deboe, teachers.
Beginners Department: Mrs.
John Earl Sims, superintendent;
Mrs.
Noffsinger,
Miss Joan
Blaine, secretary; Miss Elanor
Ann Jones, pianist, Miss Marie
Drennon and Mrs. Noffsinger,
teachers.
The school will close May 30
with a picnic for the entire
group.

Letters To The
Leader Editor

2 Nearby Parks
lo Open May 23

-

Recreation Facilities And
Cabins Are Available
This Weekend

Diamonds are eightTj
times as hard as the
competitive gem.
A baby wa» born in , ,
tal in continental United a
Princeton, Ky., May 11 on the average of every J|
onds during 1946,
Mr. G. M. Pedley, City
Dear Mr. Pedley:
I notice in your current issue
O l d Spice Toiletries
of The Leader you aak citizens
to write in their opinions on any
subject that may be of interest
to the City.
I think it will be grand to
have a hospital here and hope
we wiil soon reach the goal.
If we all give as much as we
can, we will all be proud of
Princeton and h*r citizens. When
I see a person who doesn't love
his country and his own town I
think of the lines written by
Sir Walter Scott in his "Lay of
the Last Minsfrel" —
"Breathe there a man with Soul
Exclusive at
so dead
Who never to himself has said
This Is my own, my native land.
A Princetonian

Both the Pennyrile State Forest Park, located eight miles
south of Dawson Springs on
highway Kentucky 109, and the
Dawson Springs State Park, one
mile north of the city, which
together serve more than halfmillion persons in Webster, Caldwell, Mulhenburg, Christian and
Hopkins counties, will be open
to the public for the summer
season Saturday, May 23, James
H. Hopper, superintendent of the
two parks, announces.
Many recreation seekers from
Princeton use the facilities available at the two parks during
the summer and early fall
months. Pennyrile State Forest
Park consists of 18,000 acres
The recreation area of the park
During 1946 one patient was
"Hopkln.vlll.s Moat Comply
surrounds a 56.4-acre lake, which
Drug Store"
is used for swimming, boating admitted to a hospital in the
Cor. »th ( i
and fishing. Pennyrile Park lake continental United States every Ph. H
two
seconds
on
the
average.
is
open
to
fishing
during
the
SAVES CONCERT FROM BEES —.When thousands of bees
swarmed down on a Cotton Carnival band concert in Memphis* month of May.
Superintendent Hopper, a vet(Tenn.) court square (May 16) the crowd scattered for cover.
But a policeman who knows his bees, Patrolman J. E. Jolly, eran of World War II, said restepped in to save the day. After some gentle persuasion he got servations are now being rethe queen bee and her subjects interested in a nearby tree—and ceived for the five vacation-type
cabins on Pennyrile J*ark Lake.
said he suffered only six stings. (AP Wirephoto)
Facilities
of
the
swimming
Notice
beach, bathhouse and lodge will
The Caldwell fcounty Board of be opened Saturday.
A shipment of gabardine slack pants
Picnic grounds at both PennyEducation will receive sealed
Lenford L. Harper
bids on the following school rile State Forest Park and DawBrown, Tan and Blues.
Fyneral services for Lenford property:
son Springs State Park will be
,
Lee Harper, 82, who died at
School building and 1Y« acres opened this weekend. Swimming
his home in the Flatrock com- of land, more or less, known as will' be allowed at Dawson
munity Sunday morning, May Eddy Creek School.
Springs State Park, but the lake
81, were held at the FlatSchool building and 2 acres has been closed to fishing by
rock Cumberland Presbyterian of land, more or less, known as the Division of Game and Fisk
W e also have an assortment of Tv
for restocking.
church Monday afternoon at 2 White Sulphur school.
o'clock, with the Rev. C. T.
School building and lot known
Pants.
Boucher officiating.
as Chapel Colored school.
All bids must be in the office
He is survived by his widow,
two 6ons, Gerald and Carl; a of the Caldwell County Board
daughter, Gertie, of Detroit, of Education by 10:00 A.M. June
three brothers, Finis, J. H. and 2, 1947.
The Board reserves the right
A request that automobile
Albert, and three grandchildr^i.
dealers advertise local delivered
Burial was
in Livingston to reject any and all bids.
Signed: Floyd E. Jones,
new-car prices was made this
cemetery.
Chairman
week by the Kentucky AutomoClifton Clift, Secretary
bile Dealers Association.
The tendency of elephants,
3tc—May 29
Lew Ullrich, managing direchippopotamuses and rhinoceroses
tor of the association, said the
to ruch in and stamp out fires is
credited with saving millions of
Diamonds are found in shades request was made in an effort to
Make your upstairs bedroom comfortably
acres of African timberland from of green, pink, deep blue, brown correct the public's false impression of new-car prices. It was
with one of our
destruction.
and even black.
in response to a similar request
made by the national association.
"Many people will be surprised that new-car prices are
so low," said Ullrich. "The Black
Market used-car dealers have
For only
raised prices so high on slightly
used new models that the public
believes prices on actual new
cars are the same."
"Costs of automobiles have increased less in proportion than
those of most other commodiDisplaces 9 0 0 0 cu. ft. of air p e r minute.
ties, but irresponsible individuals
and jackleg used-car dealers
have caused people to think them
higher," he said.

Major-Dray
Drug Co.

Just Received....

Deaths-Funerals

Car Dealers Urged
To Publish Prices

Edwin McElfatrick

HOMART Attic Fansl

5950

Notice

[H poy» »• put your b»«l foot forward. And, H raolly dootn't cost much more . . t>
one* you got taught up. Figure how much you need to fix up the house and
car . . . ond drou up the family. Ther. come In. We'll glodly help with a n y
thing that will help you. You'll like our friendly, confidential service.

O p e n Thursday Afternoons

S n t e v A a kI N F
INANCE CORPORATION OF KY.
C O t t P O t A t t D
106 E. Court Square
Princeton, Ky.

OTHER F A N S AVAILABLE

Memorial services for Caldwell
County war dead will be held
at the courthouse May 30 at 5
P. M. Gold star families and the
public are cordially invited.
Crosses will be erected for departed veterans.
Sam Steger, commander, V.F.W.
C. A. Varble, commander,
American Legion.
2tc

Sears Order Office
W . Ct. Sq.

Phone 79

Phone 470

LOUIS M. HARDMAN, Mgr.

I Want To Buy

Used Cars & Trucks

Charm Step

For Parts
WRECKED OR SALVAGE

Get longer life, greater economy — from new
Sherwin-Williams House Paint! Now this "Choice
i ' f.»

of leading painters" brings you a smoother, tougher
coating . . . new, cleaner colors . . .

11

Scrap Iron 50c a hundred

WHITE
COLORS —

new wear and weather resistance!

JlouAe ClexMuuj, Aldi
•

0

EXPANSION WATCH BRACELET
•T

FLAX-SOAP
•

LIN-X-WAXES
•

LIN-X-POLISH

Complete line of Paints to refreshen your
home inside and outside.
(Also your Fences, Lawn Furniture, Garage.)

Here's a stunning watch bracelet,
designed to add ityle and charm
to the smartest of new watches.
It s-t-r-e-t-c-h-e-s, for easy, safer
w e a r , f o r day-long c o m f o r t .
Light in weight, gold-finished in
ENDUBINO KREISI F.R QUALITY.
With stainless bade.

'8.95

JloAxLuGSie, Ga. Winstead Jewelers
PHONE 321
t .,

Delivered at my place.

LADY THINFLEX

"Your credit is good . . .
Use itl"

Tie*

,
Sling Sandals

W e have New & Used and rebuilt parts for Cars & Trucks, also
Used truck & car tires & wheels and reconditioned radiators for
sale.

Featuring a swirl vamp with square
perforations on one side and plain leather
oft the other. The heel is high. The leather
is snowy white Crushed Kid.
The effect is definitely Summer.

W e do motor reboring for sleeves or new pistons, grind brakedrums, reface and reseat valves, grind crankshafts; also do electric and acetylene welding.

Princeton Shoe Co.

P'Pool Auto Parts
HOPKINSVILLE ROAD

PRINCETON, KY.

lAJam&ril
Dorothy

Ver »«e
,n«

of
1940

Mr*. William dickering and
of Mra. Ethel French, Highland
Avenue, taught at Friendship daughter, Jo Ann, were In Hopkinsville Monday.
School the lalt year.
» » •
Mr. and Mra. Charles Pollard.
Alfred Ehrenwald, Nashville,
Louisville, spent last weekend
was a visitor• here
• •Tuesday.
with Mr. and Mra J. B. Lester
and Mrs Mallie Pollard, WashMrs. Frederick Stallins and lit- ington street.
tle daughter, Judy, spent Tues•
• •
day with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Neil Bannister and little
Mrs. Jerry Black,
• • in
• Kuttawa.
son, West Salem, 111, are visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence McEl- Pat Hopper, Hopkinsville Road,
fatrick and children,
Sammy, and other relatives.
Elizabeth and Doris, of Timpson,
Tex., and Florida, are visiting
If grapefruits are wanted for
his brother Edwin McElfatrick,
juice, choose thin-skinned ones.
W. Main street.
Course-skinned, puffy, or spongy
Mrs. R. T. Strickland, Hous- grapefruits are good but have
ton, Tex., is visiting her daugh- less juice.
ter, Mrs. W. D. Armstrong, and
York Imperial apples are ideal
family, S. Jefferson
• • • street.
for cooking and general use.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold P'Pool Their color is light or purplish
and daughters, Morganfield, vis- red over yellow ground, indisited friends and relatives here
tinctly striped with carmine.
Wednesday.

BUTLER BAND AND GLEE CLUB

Ann Davis

Phone

50

man.
Evitom Club
After a short wedding trip the
Ir. W. Leroy Baker and Mrs. couple will be at home at 111
A Pot-luck supper and prokir, Louisville, announce the North Main Street, Hopkinsville, gram will feature the meeting of
[agement of their daughter, where the ctmple is employed.
the Evitom club of younger wofen Virginia, of Louisville and
men of Central Presbyterian
k Antonio, Tex., to Mr. Robert
Church Thursday night, May 22.
Club
[ Spies. Syracuse, N. Y., son Bridge At Country
Miss Virginia Morgan and Mrs.
Resuming a series of summer, David W. Schulherr will be coMrs. J. C. Spies, Watertown
I Syracuse. The wedding is bridge games for lady mem- hostesses at the supper, which
hued for the early summer. bers at the Princeton Country will be at the home of Mr. and
Club last Thursday afternoon, Mrs. David W. Schulherr, 206 S.
16 ladies were present. Lunch- Jefferson.
:k - Martin
Following the supper a proeon was served at one o'clock,
jinouncement is made of the
after which the games contin- gram will be presented by Mrs.
friage of Mr. K. L. Martin
Charles Curry. These plans were
ued until four o'clock.
Miss Eula Vick,
Sunday,
announced by the president of
f 11, at Central City. The
Mrs. George Hill entertained the club, Mrs. Frank Craig.
ble will return Friday from In honor of Mrs. Thomas D.
v Orleans, after which they Graham, the former Christine
[ be at home on N. Harrison Wood, of Columbia, Mo. Her B. & P. W . Club
jet. Mrs. Martin is from Cen- guests were Mesdames W. L. Elects
Officers
| City.
Mays,
Jimmy
Landis,
and
At a recent meeting of the
Thomas Graham. 4
Business and Professional WoAt the other tables, players men's Club, officers were electnderson - Lawrence
|r. and Mrs. Heber H. Hen- were Mesdames Wm. G. Mc- ed for the coming year. They
ion, Owensboro,
announce Connell, Billy McElrpy, Stan- were Mary Wilson Eldred, presiengagement of their daugh- ley Sharp and Gary Hobgood. dent; Mrs. Clifton Pruett, viceMesdames C. H. Jaggers, Wil- president; Miss Atha Stallings,
Mary Brown, to • Mr. ROMoore,
Conway
Lacey recording secretary; Mrs. Elizat Landy Lawrence, in, son lard
beth Rogers, corresponding secWr. and Mrs. Robert Landy and Hewlett Morgan.
retary; and Mrs. May Blades,
Mesdames
Iley
McGough,
W.
[rence, Jr., of
Nashville,
h. The wedding will take C. Sparks, Gracean M. Pedley treasurer.
Miss Dixie Lois Jacob gave a
(e in June. Miss Henderson and' Hugh C n r t m - . >
herly resided here, where
Prizes were awarded high talk on "Budgeting and Financing".
father was service manager score winners at each table.
Members present were Misses
the Western Kentucky Gas
Carwin Cash, Mary Wilson ElBanquet For Employes
dred, Mary Loftus, Dixie Lois
Of J. C. Penney Store
Jacob, Virginia Morgan, Busch
A banquet was given Wednes- Cummins, Atha Stallings, Wilma
Hbuclcle - Rakestraw
^Br
Bertha Sigler, Corydon, day night, May 14, for employes Vandiver and Mesdames Lillie
[Kbunces the marriage of hei of the local J. C. Penney Store B. Childress and J. J. Rosenthal.
• r
Lola Trusty Artsuckle, to by H. Merle Drain, manager, ~8t
•
Thurman Rakestraw, Slaugh- the Princeton Hotel.
The bride is a former resiMrs. Elizabeth Crowe
was
s t of Fredonia.
captain of the winning team, and
Mrs. Virginia Gray of the losing
team in a sales contest just conbers-Crowe
•6s Mallow Gean Rogers, cluded at the store.
Guests were Mr. and Mrs. Clethter of Mr. and Mrs. R. C.
krs of Cerlean, became the land Carr and daughter, Irma;
It of Danzil Crowe, son of Mesdames John L. Denton, T. W.
Edna O. Lowery,
I and Mrs. E. A. Crowe of McConnell,
Charline Nash,
Ibroke, in a double ring cer- Ethel Smiley,
k y at 10 o'clock Saturday Alma Brasher, Mary Elizabeth
Martin,
Mr. and Mrs. Merle
ping, May 17.
Drain and Harold Creekmur.
k( bride wore a teal blue
k with black accessories and
loulder corsage of white car- Piano Recital
•ns. Miss Doris Cavanaugh,
Piano pupils of Mrs. Everett
p of honor, was attired in a Cherry will be presented in relered pastel dress with white cital Tuesday night. May 27, at
•sories and a shoulder cor- Butler High School auditorium
I of red rose buds,
at 7:30 o'clock. The public is
p m y Walker served as best cordially invited.
|Jcer-Spi«s

ExelusiT,

Dm gtw,,

rtment of M

Pictured above is the Butler High School Band and the Girls' Glee Club at their annual
Spring Concert recently held at Butler High School Auditorium. The Butler Band, under direction of K. V. Bryant, won its first superior rating this year at the State Music Festival, Bowling
Green, and the Glee Club, under direction of Miss Martha Shultz, won several individual superior ratings in the Kentucky High School Music Festival recently at Lexington.

Pj&tiXMuUi
Joe P. Wilcox, accompanied
by his father, R. L. Wilcox, Dawson Springs, spent several days
last week on a buying trip in
St. Louis, Mo.
Rosemond Wilford, Memphis,
Tenn.. was a visitor here last
weekend.
Mrs. D. D. Dugan, Ashland,
was the recent overnight guest,
of Mr. and Mrs. R. G. McClelland, N. Jefferson street, while
attending the State Convention
of Cnristian churches, at Owensboro.

CRUSHED KID

specializes in smooth
simplicity, fits high on the instep. This
EASY GOER sling is just the thing.

Princeton Shoe Co
"Fine

Shoes

Fitted

by

X-Ray"

Estrogenic
Fredonia

, HORMONE

Auxiliary

CREAM

The Fredonia American Legion
Auxiliary met at the home of
Mrs. Washie Sherrill May 12,
with eight members present.
During the businessr session,
plans were completed for the
annual "Poppy Day" sale, to be
held May 24. The next meeting
will be with Mrs. Cecil Brasher,
Monday night, June 9.
Members present were: Mrs.
Kelly Bradshaw,
Mrs. W. B.
Conway, Mrs. Russell Melton,
Mrs. J. B. Sory, Mrs. Dave Perkins, Mrs. Cecil Brasher, Mrs.
Ivan H. Bennett, Mrs. Euclid
Quertermous and Mrs. Sherrill.

AILABLE

If a small amount of onion
juice is wanted, grate the onion
over waxed paper to save dish
washing.

ORIGINAL

Try this remarkable
aid against fatigue
lines! Scientifically
blended to supply the
estrogenic hormones
everyone loses after
30. You will find this
rich skin cream delightful . . . surprisingly helpful!

Phone 126

Princeton, Ky

COLORFUL PLAIN and STRIPED

$10.95

• WTIM SLEEVES!

The dress
u'll live in
• and love!

• KIKIIil
SltlllEI Pdtl*

Styled for action . . . and perfect

« U l f 1112(11

comfort satisfaction! T h e new

aUMSMU FUlfC!

Serbin Golfer with button-con-

• tltCIIII SHIES:
Flak, Ttlltw, Hat,

cealed fly-front and sleeves. In

• ICIIII l i t I I

creamy-smooth, combed cotton

(Fits into concealed inner pocket.)

* EASY TO STORE

* EASY TO INSTALL

" N o w y o u see it, n o w y o u d o n ' t . . .

M

that important bare

shoulder, w c mean. W h i t e , guaranteed washable Salyna, banded
with contrasting diagonals, transforms in a twinkling from casual,

Only O n e Simple Measurement

bold-shoulder freedom to covcrcd-up sophistication through the

Needed

versatility o f the matching buttoo-on capclct. As you'd expcct,

chambray. Sizes 12 to 20.

it's ours exclusively.

Phone 28

PHONE 7 9 0

QolcLuumenX

'Princeton's Finest Department Store

Thursday, Moy 22, I947
THE PRINCETON LEADER. PRINCETON,

KENTUCKY

Expert Advises On
Freezing Berries

Strawberries, an e x c e l l e n t
source ot vitamin C, are one of
the most successful fruits tor
home freezing, according to Mrs.
Pearl Haak, foods authority at
the UK College of Agriculture
and Home Economics. Blakemore, Premier, Dorsett and Fairfax are said to give satisfactory
results.
Here are points to keep in
mind:
1. Plan to place berries in
freezer compartment within six
hours after picking.
2. Select vine-ripened fruit of
the best quality, using riper berries than for canning, but not
mushy. Hard, immature berries
lack flavor after freezing.
3. Carefully sort and hull berries.
4. Wash berries a few at a
time, lifting them carefully from
the water. Drain in a colander.
5. Measure sugar and berries,
using 1 part of sugar to 4 parts
of berries by weight, or 1 cup of
sugar to 5 to 8 cups of berries.
6. Add sugar to whole or
sliced berries, turning the fruit
over and over with a large spoon
until the sugar is dissolved.
7. Fill the freezing containers
to within an inch of the top,
covering the berries with juice.

SLAIN—Mrs. Olive Baker, 26,
(above) wife of Marshall Baker, a brewery employe, was
shot to death when she attempted to tear the mask from
a holdup man who accosted
her and a companion, William
Dollard, 30, as they sat in a
parked car in Peoria, 111. (May
14) (AP Wirephoto)
If necessary, press down on the
berries until the juice covers
them.
8. Wipe the inside edges of liner dry and press out air. Then
seal together with a warm iron
and labeL
.

Kentucky is probably the only
state with two governmental
agencies with the same general
objectives that cooperate not at
all.
For a good many years the
State Department of Agriculture
and the Kentucky Experiment
Statiyn have been cooperating
no better than if one were in
Iceland and the other in Little
America.
The result right now is that
our Agriculture Department is
little more than a name. Its appropriations have been curtailed
for so long and so much of Its
work taken over by the Experiment Station that the general,
public, which includes most of
the farming population, hardly
know it exists.
In reporting something the
Committee for Kentucky's report
on agriculture omitted, I am
putting personal blame on nobody connected with either agen-'
cy. Maybe all the work of the
two agencies should have been
consolidated and the Agriculture
Department job taken over by
the Experiment Station. That
would have eliminated conflicting interests, particularly in pressure campaigns for funds every time the Legislature has to
appropriate operating money.
Also ft would have eliminated
all the departmental jealousies
that have helped to make cooperation next to impossible.
A statd senator told me recently that he believed the two agencies could be made to function together, and that a majority in
the General Assembly was in favor of whatever legislation that
may be needed to get the best
results.
If the two departments could
not work together, they should
be consolidated, perhaps with
the Experiment Station taking
over.
The Experiment Station has
one very important advantage.
It is farther removed than the
Department of Agriculture from
the whims of politics, from
changes in its higher personnel
every four years.
The present set-up is bad. That
we know. How to remedy it is
something for a committee in
the Assembly to find out and report upon, then for the Legislature to act upon. After -enabling legistation is enacted, then
it will be up to public officials
of the right sort to do the rest.
It can be done.

• . . by Bus, with Us!
if We're Friendly jjftiisuj.
* We're Dependable jtfjSj^fP^
WESTERN KENTUCKY STAGES
Low cost t r a v e l on t i m e - s a v i n g

schedules

9MAU.F*y

E X T R A FRESH

The word "carat", the name
of the weight unit for jewels,
derives from the Mediterranean
carob tree, the seeds of which
are of very uniform weight and
were used in ancient times as a
measure of weight.
Impressive ruins of the ancient Greek city of Heliopolis
remain in what is now Syria, although the old Greek and Roman structures were used as
quarries for a century and have
been "repeatedly
shaken by
earthquakes and mutilated by
conquerors.
One of the first direct mail
services in America was established between Worcester, Mass.,
and Hartford, Conn., Jan. 28,
1846, when Giney Twichell rode
the 60 miles through deep snow
in two hours and 20 minutes.

Plant Broadbent Hybrid Seet
*

Standibility

*

High Yields

*

Best Feeding Types

*

Sound Ears

RATLIFF HDWE. C O . , Princeton, Ky.
T. R. AKRIDGE, Fredonia, Ky.

Cochran, M a r i o *
James

Mr.

Moore,
his

and

ire s p e n d i n g
Louis,

by H i t .

Women's

Ml

Monument built of mduriDS

vlfr

granite or marble, sumbolic in

design and retierent in purpose, resting

Everybody Reads The Leader!

in surroundings or peace and beauru.
a tribute of respect and honor to the
dead, a constant source of inspiration

Insurance Agency
Established
1907

See our large stock of Fine M o n u m e n t s and
Markers before you buy.

"When you buy

insur-

ance from this Agency,

W e are in accord with President Truman and
effective today, prices on All Monuments and Markers are reduced 10 percent.

MARBLE A N D G R A N I T E

ity home.

WORKS

Wear

" N o t More, But Bet
ter Merchandise"
1,200 lbs., using 2-wheel dn«
for highway economy, 4-wheel
drive to get through mud, snow

exclusively yours

a n d s a n d o r travel crosscountry.

(Incorporated)
WlUVi

Persons who have become 21 years of age.

The Ail-Around Work-Horse
for Farm and Business

Persons who have moved out of the precinct in which they may
# v

Persons who have moved from another State and have been a

The 4-wheel-drive Universal "Jeep" gives
you the wide usefulness o f a pick-up and
tow truck—the pull o f a light tractor—up
to 30 hp o n the belt with its power takeoff. The versatile "Jeep" does more jobs
at less cost. Come in n o w and see it.

resident of the State 12 months and Caldwell County 6 months.
Persons who have moved from another County and have been
a resident of Caldwell County 6 months;
Women who are now registered under their maiden name and
have changed their name by marriage.

"Please hold Fifil I must run into HOWERTHE

TON'S for some Jerk's socks for my husband
I'll only be a minute,.

Sxmt^vjrtici^

s 4

«s

John (1

lin. Lucille I
d to her h o n J

you are bringing securHOPKINSVILLE

oi
M r d

spent some till

Phone Strike Is
Over For 9 States
Served BvS. Bell

The 33-day-old telephone strike
in the nine southern states served by the Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Company
was settled Saturday night, effective at 6 a.m. Sunday.
The announcement was made
by Charles A. Sawyer, district
manager, simultaneously with
announcements
from district
managers in other areas served
by Southern Bell.
The agreement between the
company and the Southern Federation of Telephone Workers
was reached in Atlanta at 8
p.m. on wage rate increases for
the company's
approximately
42,000 non-supervisory employes
generally amounting to $2, $3
and $4 a week, according to
length of service and job classifications.
The Southern Bell operates in
the states of North Carolina,
South Carolina, Georgia, Florida,
Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama,

*istj

« ues J
James Coleman
man. They A

ROYAL FAMILY WELCOMED HOME—King George, Queen
Elizabeth and the princesses Elizabeth and Margaret Rose (left
to right) of Great Britain stand beneath a Welcome Home sign
outside the Guildhall at Portsmouth, England, May 12 as they
are greeted by their subjects following their arrival aboard
H.M.S. ship Vanguard from their tour of South Africa. (AP
Wirephoto)

PesUo+U Wlta SUauM (le^ldeA:

County Court Clerk.

Mr.

Quertermous

Election to be held Saturday, Aug. 2, 1947.

All voters are especially urged to check their registration with the
County Clerk before June 3rd., as the registration books were
purged in August 1946. Please check with the County Clerk in
order to ascertain if you are legally registered in the Precinct in
which you N O W reside.

Dorothy,

lifbt w i t h

visited

% tlte VoieM. o/ Caldwell

be registered.

jjrt. Florence
ter

WITH 4-WHflt-DIIVl traction, the 60 hp.
"Jeep" does the work of a light tractor,
pulling most types of farm implements.

UNIVERSAL

Stone Motor Co.

315 Kentucky Ave. Paducah, Ky
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Mr. and Mrs. Lilburn Shahan,
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Carner
and children, Virginia. Mary,
Doyle and Robert, of Marlon;
Mr. and Mrs. Arlie Vinson and
children, Charles and Brenda,
and Mr. and Mrs. Charlie WilL r parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. T.
son.
•MlIT**
Mrs. Essie Rucker returned
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Harper,
tppoln Park, Mich., are guests home Monday morning, after
If her mother, Mrs. Florence spending several weeks with her
daughter, Mrs. Lee Brantley in
Pan.
Mr. and Mi > Reg Hubbard, Birmingham, Ala.
Mrs. Allle Bugg left Sunday
incolu Park, Mich., are visiting
for a visit, with her brother,
Uatives here.
Mrs. Clifford White spent the Cleve Black, in Kuttawa.
Frank McElroy returned to
-eek-end as gue6t of Mr. and
;rs. Charles White near Kutta- his post in the Navy Tuesday after a 30-day leave with his par^Ba.
ents, Mr. and~Mrs. Charles McMr. and Mrs. T. R. Feagan
Elroy.
"pent Tuesday in Paducah shopJoe
Crider,
USN,
visited
ling.
Mrs. Florence Parr and daugh- friends here for a short time
Dorothy, spent
Tuesday Friday afternoon.
6r,
Rev. and Mrs. C. W. Dilworth
;ht with Mr. and Mrs. Hubert
left Monday for Grand Rapids,
Cochran, Marion.
James Moore, Groves Center, Mich., where they will attend
lsited his sister, Mrs. Charles General Assembly. They will be
luertermous over the week-end. gone for two weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. John Ed Young,
Mr. and Mrs. V. E. Coleman
spending several days in St. Princeton, were guests of his
lis, as guests of his brother, father, W. F. Young, Sunday
gmes Coleman, and Mrs. Cole- afternoon.
man. They were accompanied
Rev. an* Mrs. C. W. Dilworth
Mre. John Coleman, who will were dinner guests of Rev. and
tent some time with her son. Mrs. Charles Bunce in Paducah
I Mrs. Lucille Scott has return- Thursday.
I to her home in California afMrs. H. E. Eison, Princeton,
•i spending several days visit- was the week-end guest of Mrs.
J. B. Sory and Miss Dora
L> friends and relatives here.
[Mrs. Leora Riley returned to Young.
er home in Detroit, Mich., TuesMrs. William Lynn and son,
sy. She had been the guest of Bobby, Detroit, Mich., are the.
er sister, Mrs. Ray Blackburn, gueets of Mr. and Mrs. J. E
kid Mr. Blackburn.
Hillyard. Mrs. Lynn is the forMre. Grace Scott, Greely, Colo., mer Sarah Gill, who made her
| the guest of her mother-in-law, home with Mr. and Mrs. Hillyard for several years.
Jelina Scott, of Crayne.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Hughes,
| Mrs. Aubrey Litchfield, Mrs.
loble Paris, Mrs. J. D. Bugg, Miss Marie Hughes and Walt
Marion,
were
dinner
s. Ed Phelps and Mrs. Julia Neal,
fraylor were in
Evansville guests of Mr. and Mrs. Lee
Burklow Sunday.
Biursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Coy Moore and
| Mrs. Charles Baker and Mrs.
R. Akridge were in Marion Mr. and Mrs. Lee Burklew
visited Mr. and Mrs. D. D. DunITednesday.
[Dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. ning in Sturgis last Sunday.
Mrs. John Quertermous reatthew Freeman, Sunday, May
B. were Mr. and Mrs. Howard turned home Sunday after spend•man, and son,
Kenneth ing several days with her sis(Tayne, Mrs. Elton Freeman and ter, Miss Florence Dixon.
ins, Paul and Charles, Prince"Mrs. Carrie Ordway and Mrs.
a; Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Yan- Wilford Baker attended funeral
fcll, Marion; Mr. and Mrs. Mat- services of ~JTT
F. DeBoe in
[ew Freeman, Jr., and daugh- Crayne Friday afternoon.
r, Nancy; Mr. and Mrs. Clem
T. R. Akridge is in Louisville
packburn and children, and on a business trip.
r. and Mrs. Owen Riley and
Miss Hazel Fuller left Monday
kildren.
for Detroit where she will spend
|Mrs. Hampton Carner enter- the summer with her sister
lined with a dinner Sunday, Mrs. Buddy Fox, and Mr. Fox
noring the birthday of her
The Ladies Aid of the CumLsband. Invited guests were berland Presbyterian church met
Miss Gertie Harper waa called
[era from Detroit Friday by the
ritical illness and death of her
Ether, Mr. Lee. Harper.
Mr. and Mr*. George Johnson,
•aducah, were Sunday guests of

and
fMark-

UK Fraternities
Aid Boxing Victim

here.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Melton
have moved to their home recently purchased from Reginal
Vinson.
Mrs. James Greenfield and son,
Jim, Princeton, spent the weekend with Mrs. J. B. Sory and
Miss Dora Young.
Messrs.
Kelly
and Jimmy
Landis returned home Friday
afternoon after a business trip

WILL YOU, BROTHER?
i\i • <

(jrl

\

of several weekfe.
Mrs. Osie Binkley, Mt. Carmel, 111., spent several days
last week with her sister, Mrs.
Ivan H. Bennett, and Mr. Bennett.
Miss Marcella Holloman has
returned home after spending
two weeks with her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Catilla,
Marion.
Mr. and Mrs. Reed Brown and
daughter, Doris, were in Clarksville, Tenn., Friday, where Mrs.
Brown consulted a head specialist.
Mrs. C. Y. Williams, Russellville, is visiting her sister, Mrs.
Bula Howerton, and Mr. and
Mrs. W. M. Young.
Kenneth
Moore,
Evansville,
Ind., visited friends and relatives here Saturday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Washie Sherrill
have moved to their farm recently purchased from Mrs. John
Quertermous.
Mrs. Jimmy Landis has returned home after spending several
weeks with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. W. L. Mays, in Princeton.

,sno»
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POPPY

Watch Your
Kidneys/
Help T h e m U m n u t h e B l o o d
or H a r m f u l Body Waste

Your kidney* are constantly Altering
waste matter (rom tha blood stream. Bui
kidnaya aomatlmaa lag In thalr work—do
not act aa Natura Intandad—(ail to ramova impurltiaa that, II ratalnad, may
poiaon tha eyetem and upaat tha whole
body machinery.
symptom*
ymptoma may ba nagging backacha,
paralatant
•tatant haadacna,
headschs, attack* of dlaalnaaa,
dlaalnaaa.
gutting up nfghta, awaiting, pufflnees
undar tha syss—a feeling of narvoua
anxiety and loaa of pap and strength.
Other signs of kldnay or bladder disorder are aomatlmaa burning, scanty or
too frequent urination.
There ahould ba no doubt that prompt
treatment la wiser than neglect. Uee
Doa»•« Pill*. Doan't have been winning
new frleuda tor more than forty years.
They hare a nation-wide reputation.
Are recommended by grateful people the
country over. Ask your ntifMtrl

DOAN SPILLS

New Spring Patterns
JUST RECEIVED — Repaper those faded walls
with our Fade-Proof and Washable Papers.

Western Auto Associate Store
Ilome-Owned and Operated by
JOE P. WILCOX

Phone 212

Princeton

Per Yard

Prints
Solids
Stripes
Checks
Plaids
RAYON CREPE

FRESH FACES

•

RAYON JERSEY

Don't lead your face a tene-

•

PURE SILK

•

COTTONS

ment-life of dirt and squalor!
Give it a country-freshness

SHOW THEM THAT
YOU REMEMBER TOO!

Lenthlric's "Soft-Focus"
CleansingCream

used twic®

a day. It's gentle, but oh,

lis advertisement sponsored by:

Lotion

anything!

^AMBERS-MOORE MOTORS

MITCHELL IMPLEMENT COMPANY

Cleansing Cream
9 1 . 0 0 and $ 2 . 2 5

J. W. QUINN

Facial L o t i o n - f 1 . 0 0

^DGE MOTOR SALES

WESTERN AUTO ASSOCIATE STORE •

ORGAN'S FURNITURE STORE

McGOUGH PAINT & WALLPAPER STORE

VETERANS of FOREIGN WARS

Facial

for that fresh, alert

feeling that sets you up like

STEGER LUMBER COMPANY

All, plus tax

Major-Dray
Drug Co.

OF THE
UNITED

.fipta-* ; ••W-f-S'

STATES

. rijii ' - ML

Gingham, Prints)

Keep it immaculate with

with " S o f t - F o c u s "

>BINSON IMPLEMENT COMPANY

(Chambray, Voile, Organdie,

and ivind-and-sun cleanliness! H o w ?

h o w thorough! Then, follow

»

—(/P)— Poland's first
international fair here
363,000 visitors during
run. A dozen European
were represented.

ganized a drive to collect $1
from each fraternity man on the
campus.
The drive is continuing, with
hopes high that the goal will be
surpassed, in a commendable display ot "fraternity spirit."

•

FOR FLOWER-

Saturday, May 2 4

RAMAGE

Poznan
postwar
attracted
a week's
countries

$1.39

LfM'

YES, I'LL REMEMBER
- A N D SO WILL
THOUSANDS
OF OTHER
EX-SERVICEMEN
BUY A BUDDY

Fair In Poland

to

mm
7 / .

POppy

Five regular Army officers,
representing the War Depart- dards for grade A, B, and C are
ment, last week (May 13) con- ail wholesome and nutritious,
ducted the annual government but the lower grades are usualinspection of the 662-man Uni- ly more reasonably prloed.
versity of Kentucky ROTC Cadet
Corps
and 70-piece
military
band. Although an official report
of the inspection will not be returned before September, it was
indicated that U, K.'s Air Corps,
Signal Corps, and Infantry units
compared very favorably with
other units in the 2nd Army
area.

49c

'vm

crop"

Processed foods meeting U. 8.
Department of Agriculture stan-

7here's

m

fwotfau
I lo«d» to
jccldfl*
,4-whMl

U.K. Cadets Inspected

Lexington, May 20 — More
than 1,000 members of the 18
cftmpus fraternities at the University of Kentucky are proving
that the rtuch-talked-about "fraternity spirit" exists In » tangible form.
During the past three weeks
they have voluntarily donated
approximately (1260 to aid a fellow fraternity man injured several weeks ago during an intramural boxing tournament match.
James Shackleford, Engineering freshman from Warsaw, Ky.,
war veteran and pledge in Phi
Kappa Tau fraternity, was struck
in the head by an opponent in a
legal blow during a boxing bout
on April fl. Shortly thereafter,
the boxer was rushed to a Lexington hospital where he underwent the first of three delicate
and serious brain operations to
remove the pressure of blood
clots that formed apparently as
a result of the blow.
Due to his serious condition,
it was necessary that the student
be placed in a private room and
have special nurses in attendance
constantly
for . nearly
three
COMFORTED BY WIFE AFTER RESCUE—Ernest Steele, 26, is
comforted in a hospital in Richmond, Calif., (May 12) by his
weeks. Week to week bills were
wife, Mary, after his rescue from the wreckage of his automobile met by his fraternity which aswhere he was trapped for five days after driving off the road
sumed the responsibility to pay
near Richmond. Steele is in critical condition and doctors are the expensive accounts. Howundecided whether his right arm will have to be amputated.
ever, final settlement of the bill
(AP Wirephoto)
after Sheckleford was moved to
to the Veterans Hospital for
at the home of Mrs. J. D. Bugg Eggzactly!
convalescence found the Phi KapThursday night. Mrs. Ailie Bugs
pa Tau's treasury very depleted
led the program and devotional, A Cackling Matter
Chattanooga, Tenn. — (£") — and, hearing of the situation,
using the 75th Phalm as scripThe
neighbors are wondering the. Inter-fraternity Council orture reading. The group joined
in singing "Lily of the Valley", what kind of mash' Mrs. Jesse
and "Have Thine Own Way, Wolff feeds her chickens.
Mrs. Wolff said a sevenLord." Delightful
refreshments
were served to Mesdames T. R. month Rhode Island Red pullet
Akridge, Ray Blackburn, Allie had laid an egg weighing six
Bugg, Ambie Fuller, Aubrey ounces and measuring nine and
inches
around
Litchfield, Smith Lowery, Char- three-quarters
les Quertermous, Russell Melton, the long side of the egg and
Chester Miller, Noble Paris, Paul eight and one-half inches in
West, Euclid Quertermous and circumference.
Since the average weight of
J. D. Bubb.
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Young eggs is only two ounces—the
returned from Bradenton, Fla., pullet itself weighs only four
Saturday afternoon, accompanied pounds — Mrs. Wolff thinks
by Mr. W. F. Young, who will some kind of record has been
spend the summer at his home set.
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"Hopkfnsville's Most Complet*
Drug
Ph.

Stors"
Cor. »th

*

Your needle will fly through these
fabrics—and you'll have the most
beautiful spring and summer wardrobe in many a year. Think of it
—quality fabric in the pattern you
want—the color you want—in the
dress you want.
And priced as
low as 49$ per yard.
Lose no
time. Come in today to make your
selections.
The largest yard goods department in western Kentucky.
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Veterans May Repay Gl
Loans Before Due Date

|

Home, farm or business loans
negotiated under guaranty provisions of the G. I. Bill may be
repaid at anj? time before their
due date without premiums or
fee, loan guaranty officials at the
Veterans Administration Branch
Office in Columbus (O) said
today.
Although a G. I. loan contract
cells for amortization in specified
monthly payments over a certain
period of years, the law permits a veteran to repay the loan
before its due date by increasing payments or by making a RESCUE WORK—Rescue workers with machinery search for victims in the rubble of an apartlarge cash payment at anytime. ment-business building in Elko, Nev., which collapsed into an adjacent excavation, killing
Advance payment will result three and injuring four. (AP Wirephoto)
in substantial savings in interthe VA's Ohio-Michigan-Kentuc
est, VA points out.
Gov. Gives Go
The duration of any G. I. loan ky Branch Office in Columbus
Sign At Hearing
depends upon terms of the con- (O) emphasized today.
Annapolis, Md. —
— MaryWhen unauthorized leaves of
tract between the veteran and
land Governor William Preston
the lending institution. The max- absence are not satisfactorily exLane, Jr., startled everyone at a
imum limits for repayment are plained, veterans may forfeit
recent hearing when he cut
25 years on a real estate loan, their subsistence allowance for
40 years on a farm loan and 10 the time, they are out of school
After a 5-year lapse due to through sonorous etiquette—reyears on a non-real estate loan, or away from training, VA offi- the war, Western Auto Supply plete with "your excellency"
However, the contract,may call cials said.
Company is again sponsoring this and "your excellency" that
for repayment of the loan withits well-known and popular Big —to declare, "Every time I hear
School Studies Offered
in a lesser period of years, deBass contest, prizes totaling that title I cringe." To prevent
pending on conditions and the Vets In VA Hospitals
$10,657.50.
* his becoming the Free State's
lender's judgment. The loan must
World War II veterans, whose
This contest, which has prpved cringing governor, speakers then
be repaid within the time limit education was interrupted by so popular in the past, is limit- experimented with "your honor"
specified in the loan agreement. war service and further delayed ed to fresh water large and and "Mister Governor", but no- Repayment may be made with- by hospitalization, are finding small mouth bass taken from body felt happy over this, either.
out premium or fee for all or the Veterans Administration ed- waters open to the public. It is Finally, his Excell—Gov. Lane
any part of the indebtedness. ucational retraining program the open to all men, women, boys came up with the solution: "Just
Advance payments must be not answer to their scholastic prob- and girls in the 35 states in
call me governor," he said. "They
less than the amount of one in- lems.
which a Western Auto Store or call me governor in the constitustallment or $100, whichever is
The educational retraining pro- Western Auto Associate Stores tion, and if it's good enough for
the lesser amount.
gram, instituted less that a year are located.
the constitution, it's good enough
ago in the VA's Ohio-MichiganTo make the contest as fair for me."
Vets Should Get Prior
Kentucky area, is operated by as possible and eliminate any
School Leave Approval
the VA medical service in coop- disadvantages one state would ceive a big six horsepower Wizwith
the American have over another, Western Auto ard Outboard motor, with a list
Veterans enrolled in education- eration
al institutions or in on-job train- Council of Education and the lo- gives a separate set of awards value of $159.50. Second prize
ing programs should obtain ad- cal boards of education. Under in each of the 35 states. In this will be a Heddon rod and Coxe
vance approval from the Vet- this plan, veteran patients may way the fish caught in any state reel, with a list value of $75;
erans Administration before tak- use their rehabilitation period to are competing only with other third prize a rod and reel, with
ing leave of absence, officials at establish eligibility for high fish caught in the same state, a list value of $40; fourth prize
giving all contestants an equal will be assorted tackle valued
chance at winning one of the at $20, and fifth prize assorted
valuable prizes.
tackle, valued at $10.
First prize winner in' each of
Thi3 contest is free and open
V
the 35 states this year will re- to all. No obligations or purAnnounces
chases are necessary. Free enschool diplomas, or as much as
The Arrival of His First Large Post-War Shipment
try blanks with complete in24 hours or recommended credit
of
structions are available at all
for colleges.
Western Auto Stores or WesApproximately 200 high school tern Auto Associate Stores. Ofdiplomas have been issued to ficial opening date of the condate to hospitalized veterans in test is May 15 (subject to local
the three states. Many more pa- or state laws). Entries are eligiMany Rare and Unusual Pieces
tients are being tutored in basic ble from May 15 until September
For Your Approval.
high school subjects, as well as 30, when the contest closes. All
college-level studies. In Addi- entries must be sworn to before
tion, special instruction courses a notary public or verified by a
are given in typing, shorthand, Western Auto Store manager or
Silver - China - Crystal - Jewelry
salesmanship
a n d vocational Western Auto Associate Store
work.
Hopkinsville
owner.

Western Auto Is
Sponsoring Big
Bass Contest

is

GORDON CAYCE
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Ask Vets To Notify VA
Of Curricula Changes

I-r,

It's Cotton Time!
Ar-

•

"Pstt;' Not "Pfft"

Woman Judge Blames
Crime On Mothers
By Adelaide Kerr

(•I:

Thursday, May 22, I 9 J

•

i

Student veterans wishing to
make a change in the course of
study they have been pursuing
under the G. I. Bill should make
such a request in writing to the
Veterans Administration.
If the student veteran has
not been successful in his original training program, arrangements are made for him to
meet with a VA vocational advisor to discuss the requested
change and entrance into a new
training program.
Should the vocational advisor
feel that the veteran can proceed
successfully in his newly-chosen
field, a supplemental certificate
of eligibility will be issued indicating the remainng amount of
training at government expense
to which the veteran is entitled.
Veterans
contemplating
changes in their course of study
should contact their VA training
officer.

Nawafaature

Writer)

New York - - "Behind every
man criminal there is a woman
who has not given him the
right home," said Judge Anna
Kross, of the Magistrates Court
in New York.
The.Judge, wife of Dr. Isidore
Kross and mother of two daughwas sitting in chambers before court opened, wearing the
kind of simple black dress any
wife and mother might have
worn. Her iron-gray hair curled
crisply back from her smooth
forehead; her grey eyes shone
behind her glasses. She had
just come from a household crisis (the cook had quit) and she
spoke as much as a wife and
mother as she did as a judge.
"We all understand that 'the
right home' supplies love, good
food, order, comfort, understanding, direction and tenderness,"
she went on. "But what many
fail to realize is the 'the right
home* cannot be built entirely
from within four walls. Every
home is affected by what happens on the streets, in the back
yards, in the municipal council,
the state legislature, Congress.
"If women don't like what is
done there and the effect it has
upon their homes, they can do
something about it. And, by the
millions, they do nothing at all.
And now we are coming to the
point."
Here the judge thwacked the
desk and really warmed up.
"It is not fair to heap all the
blame on the criminal's mother,"
she said. "By far the greater
part of the criminals come from
homes that are poor in money,
background and education. Often
their mothers have no chance at
an education, no chance to learn
how to be good housekeepers.
Their failure to give their boys
the right home is not wholly
their fault.
"The great fault lies with our
prosperous educated w o m e n .
They graduate from college by
the millions — the theoretical
leaders. But college surveys show
that only a few utilized outside
their homes the knowledge they
acquired. Most of them take
what they receive from the municipal council, the 6tate legislature and Congress—and do nothing about it, unless It is to
grumble. They think that when
they have done their duty as
horoemaker within their lour

d.

0.

* * * * * *

t e „

walls, they have done their Job.
They are wrong.
"If they want to keep those
walls intact, they will have to
take an active part in the life
outside it. We hear a lot of
talk lately to the effect that
the world is going to the dogs,
because woman are doing too
much outside the home. That's a
fallacious argument. The trouble
Is not that they have done too
much, but that they have done
too little.
"If they would like to aee
changes made in the cost of living, garbage removal, sewage
system, education or the part
this country plays in international affairs, let them get busy and
help bring those changes about.
"The first thing they need to
do is to read, so that they will
be intelligently Informed and
really know what is going on.
The second is to take part in
some activity that betters the
community. The third is to become active in politics. Some
women don't like the way the
public schools function so they
send their children to private
schools and let the matter drop
there."
Judge Kross practices what
she preaches. She heads the
Youth Conservation Committee
of the General Federation of
Women's Clubs and is active in
a number of civic and women's
organizations.

Wm. M. YOUNG
Allis-Chalmers

Hay Baling
Phone 823-J or See

*

306 N. Darby St.

KLEENITE the Brushlers Way
at the

and all good

new Curtis Duplicating Machine.

Western Auto
Associate Store

CURTAINS

• The slipcovers we make
fit like upholstery, yet allow f o r laundering or
cleaning shrinkage. Call on
us for an artistic, attractive
and long lasting slip cover
"wardrobe".

Hammond.
Upholstery Shop
200 S. Jefferson St.

Concrete

in Sheer Materials.

Sula & Eliza Nail
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25 PR. FOR
25 PR. FOR
25 PR. FOR

$1.50
$2.00
$3.50-

veryb

WOMEN'S DRESS & SPORT

PR. FOR a a a 52.00

ARE DOWN

SLIPPERS
$1.00

BLACK & BROWN
36 ONLY FOR

50£ ea.

Odyi

NYLON PRICES

Shoes at Real Savings
WOMEN'S HOUSE
35 PR. FOR

T h * !

r

Fun

at

C. A . WOODALL
Insurance and Real Estate

ASST. CHENILLE
36 ONLY FOR

Gaymodes

LUNCH CLOTHS
120 only FOR
24 only FOR
24 only FOR

59tf ea.
$1.00 ea.
$2.00 ea.

42 Gauge ALL-NYLON N O W

98?

a

CRETONNES

45 Gauge ALL-NYLON N O W V 1 5

NEW LOW PRICE
250 YD. FOR

Thrills

Just look at these new low prices on our;

$3.00
SAVE 3 0 % O N

69?! yd.

MEN'S SHOUTS

200 PR. FOR
PHONE 64

A m e r i c a ' s l a r g e s t - s e l l i n g l > r a n d ot fine f u l l ,
.
- ^s
fashioned hosiery~steDs to the forefront again L

59<Z pr.

Fancy Stripes, gripper front, elastic sides.

«

•

Chenille Bedspreads
Asst. Colors and Patterns

60 O N L Y for . . $6.90

Com<
PL
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•V

•iptlan

J

head

We pick up

J

Bath Mat & Seatcover Sets

One 40-acre tract 14 miles north of Princeton on
east side of Shady Grove gravel highway, 5-room
brick sided frame dwelling. Priced to sell—-$2,300.00.
House could not be replaced today for $3,600.00. Call
or see —

W . MAIN ST.

^

SAVE 2 5 % O N

J 00-foot frontage lot on paved street, now being
completed. Everything new and modern. Clog-proof
plumbing, seasoned hardwood floors, built-in kitchen
cabinets, dining room, living room, two bedrooms and
bath on first floor, spacious closets in both bedrooms.
Full basement with garage, new hot air furnace with
new stoker, new electric water heater, shower bath
cabinet and laundry facilities, E-Z roll away garage
doors, the coal bin is practically dust proof adjoining
basement. This house is beautifully decorated. The
owner is leaving the city so possession can be given
immediately. Priced to sell. Shown by appointment.

We also have Sheers, Seersuckers and Ginghams

in

on sanitary t

COTTAGE-SETS

Block Home

To market and home again
. . . Nelly Don's mist-cool
cotton that's Sanforized to
keep its fine fit. Colonial
bouquet print in blue,
pink, of aqua, sizes 14-40.

committee,

Lexington, unde

fee!

New Modern

OHt, c*u

£

The Ker

Corner

Don't Wait - Friday Morning

2 !

1

Home Owned and Operated by Joe P. Wilcox

MEN'S BILLFOLDS
! '<

140 blank key styles and a

druggists.

REAL
Bargains

»*»•.

35c

Bring in your old key and watch us make

0

So Easily

Klecnlle enSe messr.
(al brushing. Jast pal real
plats er brldgs In a glass
•I water. Add a lillie Kleeail*. Presto I Slslns. dt»colorations, deatare edor disappear. Yeas
teeth spstfcle like H e
Ask year dracslal
M a y (ar Kleenite.

£ S I announced t
Lie headquarters f

working

MADE WHILE Y O U WAIT

you a new key.

according t
n.rv
::: t com,nut.-t. on
pfi \ aot The nation!

Church people or
jnations and c i v i c

Duplicate Keys

CENTAL PLATES

today

Princeton, Ky.

For Only

TouUvllle, May »
| takW • l e 8 d
support of congress!.
ST t o admit - "ml
w

Unship of two Ke

Stanley McGowan

You Never Cleaned Your

Store

As Adeenlserf ta»rfc# ^

"Circle Arrow Store'

Fredonia, Ky.

Drug

AwhoHi.d R«pr« w i i u
Ohio Valley Tsraum,

ANOTHER SERVICE O F THE

Dealer

Get K L E E N I T E

You rarely sue evidT,,
termite damsg, becaus, ,h *
tiny
wood-eatingt
their work In hidin« t*W,°
NIX Inspector, t r . i . f , / ^
ob of termite detection^
Inspect your property wlttiS
cost or obligation. Call t f c
PRINCETON Ll MBFJt 7ft
0
Phone 260

Akron, O. - ( * ) There •
been a lot of hissing around the
B. F. Goodrich plant—but It
hasn't been air escaping from
tires. The company's engineers
referred lo the secret research on
a puncture-sealing tubeless tire
by hiseing "pstt"—the code for
the new development.
About 200 Jackson county
f a r m e r s established contour
guide rows in cornfields, and
plan to follow that crop with
cover crops on the contour.

mrsday, May 22, 1947
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[entucky Editors
ipporf Plan To
[id War Vidims

Rome —<£>)— Crowded Italy's
population jumped another half
million in 1946.
That was the margin of births
over deaths in the first full
postwar year.
Tabulation of official statistics
showed that 1,022,231 babies
were born in 1946, against 820,591
in 1945 while only 541,829 Italians died compared with 619,949
the year before.
Moreover, t h e
statisticians
pointed out, there were 413, 083
marriages l a s t ye«r against
304,998 in 1945 and 223,673 in
1944.
That would mean more babies
in 1947, they said and ,if things
kept up that way, the country's
population would reach 50,000,000 in 10 years.

U>uisvllle, May 13 — Kentucis taking a leading part in
pport of congressional legislate) admit a limited number
displaced persons to this
lintry, according to the Citis Committee on Displaced
eons. The national organizakn has announced from its New
headquarters formation of
till committees in Louisville
Lexington, under the chalriship of two Kentucky edi-

fom Underwood, of the Lexkton Herald, heads the Lex{ton group, while Barry Bingof the Courier-Journal, is
giiman of the Louisville comittce. Both committees are disbuting printed material and
|ing requests for speakers at
etings in many Kentucky comInities.
fChurch people of all denomktions and civic leaders are
Jiking with us on this cam;n," Mr. Underwood and Mr.
^gham announced in a joint
lement. "We are working for
sage of HR 2910, a bill induced by Rep. Stratton, of
[nois. It proposes a special
^vision for taking 100,000 of
pope's homeless into our coun| each year for the next 4
|rs. More than half the group
I women and children."
Kentucky is a key on this
Lement, the two chairman
nted out. The Stratton Bill
been referred to the Judiry Committee of the House,
|lch has two Kentucky memReps. Frank Chelf and
M. Robsion. Later It will
• considered by the Senate Ju-

P*P$i-Cola Company, Long I,land City, N. Y.

Franchised Bottler:

diciary Committee, of which
Senator John S. Cooper is a
membr.
"These three Kentuckians may
hold the fate of thousands of
helpless people in their hands,"
Mr. Underwood and Mr. Bingham stated. "We want Kentucky
people to understand the Stratton Bill and realize how it will
benefit this country, as well as
provide a new life for victims of
religious and political persecution."

The Kentucky Rendering Works will pick
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge and
on sanitary trucks which are disinfected daily.
We pick up horses, cows and hogs.

Call •

Kentucky Rendering Works
Princeton, Ky.

W e pay all phone charges.

There are roughly 850,000 displaced persons in Europe today,
the chairman explained. About
80 percent are Protestants and
Catholics, about 20 percent are
Jews. A large number come from
the three Baltic states of Latvia,
Lithuania and Estonia, which
have been absorbed by Russia.
"These people do not dare go
home for fear of persecution or
death at the hands of the Soviets," Mr. Bingham and Mr.
Underwood stated. "They are
displaced persons for the simple reason that they are antiCommunist, and their homelands
have been taken over by the
Communists."

For Immediate
Delivery On
M O N U M E N T S

CHURCHILLIAN GALLANTRY—A blonde little charmer receives a chuck under the chin from Winston Churchill (right),
Britain's war prime minister, at the conclusion of the ceremonies
at the Arc de Triomphe, Paris, May 10, during which he placed
a wreath on the tomb of the Unknown soldier. The girl is MarieFrance Wietzel, daughter of French Admiral Wietzel. At left is
Rear Admiral Richard Shelley, British Naval attache in Paris.
(AP Wirephoto)

STOCK—THE

LARGEST IN WEST KY..

Paducah Granite
Marble, Stone Co.
Paducah, Kentucky
Phone 799

The Surprise
Voice of the Year!

The displaced group contains
many professional men and artisans whose skilb would contribute to American life, it was
noted. There are about 90,000
farm workers who would help
to meet the shortage of farm
labor in this country.
"America was built by people
who came here to escape religious and political persecution,"
stated Mr. Underwood and Mr. You're in for a delightful "surprise"
when you hear Gordon Mac Rae sing!
Bingham. "Here are people who
have suffered the same fate. We
are supporting a large , proportion of them now in displaced
M . t e Q m
persons camps in Europe. We 1 1 : 3 0 A .
believe Kentuckians would rath- Tuesday ^Thursdays
er see them given a chance to
support themselves here in the
Land of the Free."
Princeton, Ky.
Everybody Reads The Leader!

R. L.

Cantrell

Tortures Of Acid Indigestion And Pains In Muscles
Soon Relieved And He Eats
And Sleeps Fine Now,
States Mr. Brake. Many
Nights Were Almost
Sleepless
"I spent hundreds of dollars
trying to get relief from acid
indigestion, pains in my muscles
and sluggish elimination, and
Retonga gave me more worthwhile relief than everything else
I tried combined," declared Mr.
W. L. Brake, well known farm
owner of Route 4, Clarksville,
Tenn. Discussing Retonga he
happily stated:
"I reckon I suffered as much
as anyone to stay up. I felt run
down, my food did not digest
properly and I had to take hareh
purgatives all the time. The little I ate often came back up as
sour as vinegar. Pains in my
hips were so severe I could
hardly sit down without screaming. Cramps in my legs would

wake me up in the middle of
the night and sometimes I would
have to get up and bathe them
in hot water before I could get
my rest.
"It did not take Retonga long
to give me relief. My appetite
is good and I eat anything I
want. Those torturing cramps
and pains are relieved and so
is the constipation. I sleep fine
and feel stronger than in years.
It would be hard to say enough
for Retonga."
Retonga is intended to relieve
distress due to insufficient flow
of digestive juices in the stomach, loss of appetite, Vitamin
B-l deficiency and constipation.
Accept no substitute. Retonga
may be obtained at Dawson's
Drug Store.
Adv.
There are almost 700,000 beds
in mental hospitals in the United
States. There were 231 fewer hospitals
in the United States in 1946
than in 1945.
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Tuesday, May 27
:CO P . M .
Old C a ^ b a l l D a r k
Admission - 3Cc a n d 6Cc
Sponsored by PRINCETON JAYCEES

B. 2 4 % acres (22 cleared).
C. 70.9 acres (50 cleared and 21 timber),
orchard and cistern.
D. 70.6 acres (35 cleared and 3 5 good
tie timber).
C. C. MOLLOY, Atty.
MILES WILLIAMS, Master Commissioner.

CONCRETE BLOCK

^

ITSELF

SHUTS ITSELF OFF

RU-CO-BLOX

You'll >M s com pie t« walking with no on* working at
•11! No apOlad water, no
steamy washday odors.
No tuba to empty or BR.
Tha Bandit la ao neat, ao
compact it's a amart addition to kitchen or laundry.

RUBY & CO.

V

H

MADISONVILLE, KY.

TESTED CONCRETE MASONRY
l

ENDS WASHDAY WORK

The Following Sizes Are Now In Stock

SAVES CLOTHES

8" x 8" x 16" Stretcher (Regular) Blocks

SAVES H O T WATER

8"x8"xl6"
8 " x 8 " x 16"
8 " x 8 " x 16"
8 " x 8 " x 8"
8 " x 8 " x 16"
6" x 8" x 16"
6 " x 8 " x 16"
6 " x 8 " x 8"
4" x 8" x 16"
4" x 8" x 16"

SAVES S O A P

fit GnrfScMMfyncf

Coma In —see how wa just let a dial,
add soap—and Bendix does tha rest.
You don't svsn touch tha dial again.
You never get your handa In waterl
Sea it —tha aaaiast waahday on aarth
—with a Bendixl

& 8" x 8" x 8" Combination Corners & Slotted Sash.
Bull Nosed (Round) Comers & Half Corners.
Bull Nosed (Round) Slotted Sash Window Blocks.
Bull Nosed (Round) Half Window Blocks.
Pier (Both Ends Finished Square) Blocks.
Stretcher (Regular) Blocks.
Combination Corner and Sash Blocks.
'
Combination Half Corner & Sash Blocks.
Regular Blocks.
Solid Blocks.

Princeton, Ky.

m

RUBY & COMPANY
Madiscnville - Providence
/.r *

r / -,<."> - .

*mim 'WK

i

.si

HEAR RU-CO-BLOX on the AIR at 6:15 P.M.
OVER WCIF, MADISONVILLE, 730 on YOUR DIAL

B. N. Lusby Co.
Phone 88

j

GRADE

TIMES

C L E A N S ITSELF

^

!ome See Home Town Boys
Play Ball Like You Have
Never Seen Before

A. 40 acre creek bottom farm (35 cleared
and 5 timber), 5 room residence and screened
back porch, 2 barns, crib and shed, garage,
smokehouse and hen house.

Get Ruby's Ru-Co-Blox

WASHES CLOTHES

D A M P DRYS C10THES

Spills

At the courthouse door, in Eddyville, Ky.,
at 1:00 P.M., May 26, 1947, at public auction
on credit of six months, four tracts of land owned
by Vied heirs, situated about AVi miles southwest of Kuttawa, in Lyon County, Ky., and described as follows:

TIGHT

See how the BENDIX

hrills

•

HIRE A COMPETENT CONTRACTOR

BENDIXa^cHome Laundry
Action

Kentucky

Cadiz

B U \ L D THE ECONOMICAL WAY

See Softball Played On Real

un

H. A. HOLT STORES

IT DIDN'T TAKE LONG IN
HIS CASE, SAYS FARMER Commissioner's Sale

onkey Softball
Mexican Donkeys

SALE

In perfect condition. Makes a nice size picture.
This is a feal Money Making Bargain for anyone
interested in installing a Photo Machine in their store
or some place of business.
This machine is being sold because town is too
small for this type of work.
Anyone desiring more information, call 148 collect or machine may be seen at our store.
PRICE IS RIGHT

J. T. O'Bannon

402 South 3rd Street

Hopkinsville Bottling Company

Direct Postive Camera

W. H. Johnson

SEE OUR

Pepsi Cola

FOR

1

SALM GREETS FIANCEE — Gisela Vandenschen, 22-year-old
German illustrator (left), is greeted by her fiance, Peter Salm,
after her arrival in Los Angeles (May 12). Earlier reports incorrectly identified Salm as the millionaire son of the late Count
Ludwig Salm and the former Millicent Rogers. The prospective
groom, however, turned out to be another Peter Salm, 27, a
bookstore clerk. (AP Wirephoto)

A device has been Invented
which will translate
human
speech into visible patterns on
a screen which can be read by
deaf persons.

soof'i
i
°ao$op!

The average farm in the United States was 200 acres in 1945,
an increase of 20 acres over the
1940 average and 50 acres over
1920.

Dead Stock
WANTED

Phone No. 442-J

English historians say that
John Cabot and his son Sebastian reached the North American continent a full year before
Columbus.

Italy's Population
G r o w i n g Rapidly

.M

<

Waterfield Offers
Best Chance For
Victory... Kilgore
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Kuttawa Friends
Pay Tribute To
Champ Joe Fulks

AUXILIARY TO SELL POPPIES

Commercial Club Honors
"Babe Ruth Of Basketball" With Home
Town Banquet

Farm Leader Says
Clinton Publisher Is
Free Man, Will Win
In November
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Thureday, May 22, 1917
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Declaring Harry L e e Waterfield to be a "free man in hifi
own right, unfettered by allegiance to any faction and unbound
by any selfish interest", Ben
Kilgore, widely known farm
leader and State campaign chairman for the Clinton newspaperman-farmer, said he is for his
friend because, "he offers the
best chance for Democratic victory in November."
Speaking over WHAS Saturday night, Kilgore reviewed his
own race for Governor in 1943
and declared Waterfield is continuing the fight he made then
as "the people's candidate", for
the improvement of the State
and the betterment of all its
citizens. Kilgore said that whereas he was defeated, he believes
this time, "We will win the
fight". Continuing, he said in
part:
"Each Saturday night during
the people ov6r this radio station, and hammer home to them
this campaign we will inform
the living vital issues; then, informed, the intelligent citizenry
will flock to the polls, August
2, and nominate Harry Lee
Waterfield as the Democratic
standard bearer in the general
election.
"I am for Waterfield because
he has endorsed the minimum
needs program of the Kentucky
Education Association. The training of boys and girls is the most
important single task of Kentuckians. It is false economy to
try to save money at the expense
of the education and training of
our own boys and girls.
"I am for Waterfield because
his record and convictions favor
abundant, cheap electric power
for all Kentuckians. Abundant,
cheaapower means many thousaidBfarf jobs at higher wages
for Kentuckians.
"I am for Waterfield because
he is ever alert to the plight of
the unfortunate. He has pledged
complete cooperation with the
Hill-Burton federal hospital program and is for an adequate
health program in Kentucky,
particularly our rural areas, woefully lacking in doctors and hospital facilities.
"I am for Waterfield because
he has advanced the idea of a
$10,000,000 appropriation, each
year, for country roads. Such a
program should 6oon lift Kentucky out of the mud, and he is
determined to achieve it.
"I am for Waterfield because
he favors a great Kentucky
State Fair, free from politics and
operated by experienced professional management.
"Waterfield proposes to aid existing business and industry and
to attract new industry, through
fair and necessary adjustments
in our tax system. He was the
first to favor a pari-mutuel tax.
Who will object to the race
tracks paying their share of the
cost of government?
"My conception of government
is that it belongs to the people.

"Honor the war dead and aid the wars' living victims," will
be the theme of the annual observance of Poppy Day here Saturday. Every person in Princeton will be asked to wear a memorial poppy to make a contribution to the welfare of disabled
veterans, their families and families of the dead.
Preparations for Poppy Day were being completed today by
a committee of American Legion Auxiliary women, headed by
Mrs. A. C. Nuckols, Poppy chairman.
Volunteer workers from the Auxiliary and cooperating groups
will be on the streets Saturday distributing the poppies and
receiving contributions.

3,000 Kentuckians Will
Be Appointed Delegates
To Highway Safety Meet
(By

Associated

Pre..)

Frankfort — Governor Willis
announced Tuesday more than
3,000 Kentuckians are to be appointed official delegates to a
statewide highway safety conference to be held in Louisville
June 6.
Briefed reports of the State coordinating committee for highway safety, or Kentucky's answer to President Truman's appeal to reduce highway accidents will be presented. The
committee has held numerous
conferences during* the past seven months under chairmanship
of Highway Commissioner J.
Stephen Watkins.
"The#staggering total of Kentucky traffic deaths makes it essential that something be done
immediately," the governor said.
"Last year 691 people were
killed with 3,623 seriously injured. This is an increase of 116
deaths and 752 injured, and we
tan expect the toll to grow greater each year unless we start
now to develop a plan.
"The conference in Louisville
is the answer, provided Kentuckians are willing to work on
this problem. There is no royal
road to safety. The program recommended by our committee

has drawn back the curtain to
reveal our own shortcomings.
We must start now to correct
these drastic deficiencies in order
that the death that rides our
highways may be stayed."

Policeman Shot
At Dawson Springs
W. Burden, Well Known
Here, Is In Critical
Condition
(By Associated Press)

Kuttawa — The Kuttawa High
School gymnasium resounded
again to cheers for Joe Fulks
Tuesday night as 100 townspeople turned out to pay tribute
to the nation's top basketball
personality.
•
The star of the Philadelphia
Warriors, who first gained basketball fame in the Kuttawa
gym, was guest of honor at a
banquet, sponsored by the Kuttawa Commercial Club. Phillip
Glenn, club president, was toastmaster.
Principal speaker on the, program was G. M. Pedley, editor
of the Lyon County Herald and
the Princeton Leader, who paid
tribute to the qualities of leadership, modesty and ability to
stick on the job and not give
up as demonstrated by Fulks.
He pointed out that while
Fulks had brought reams of pub;
licity and great honor to Kuttawa, the progressive town also
had done much for him.
Other features on the program
included a skit by Eloise Glenn
and Rebecca McKendree, high
school students, and a trio composed of Betty Ann Plain, Edwina Jones and Mrs. James E.
Hayes. Mary Katherine Prince
was accompanist
B. G. Moore, who was superintendent of schools in 1939-40
when Fulks starred on the Kuttawa high cage team, attended
the banquet. Two of Fulks' former teammates, Douglas McQuigg
and Harold Warren, also were
present.
After being graduated from
Kuttawa high in 1940, Fulks
starred at Murray State college
and then joined the Marines. He
was assigned to the athletic division and was top man on the
Fleet Marines quintet.
After his discharge from service he signed a contract with
the Philadelphia Warriors in
the Basketball Association of
America, where he set a new
scoring record and led his team
to the playoff championship last
March.
During the season, in which he
scored 1,611 points, Time magazine tagged Fulks "the Babe
Ruth of basketball." He was a
unanimous choice on the allleague team
selected by the
Philadelphia Basketball Association in March.

Madisonville—Patrolman William G. Burden, 51, of Dawson
Springs, was in a critical condition after he was shot from ambush early Monday, Sheriff Ras
P. Gilliland reported.
Held as a suspect in the shooting was Joe Stinnett, 20, arrested by Police Chief W. S. DeBoe.
Sheriff Gilliland said another
young man, whose identity he
declined to reveal, is being
sought.
The sheriff said the missing
man is believed to have fired
the shots but Stinnett was with
him at the time.
At Hopkinsville, hospital authorities said Burden was struck
in the left side, arm and chest.
They added that while his condition was critical, he is expected to live.
Gilliland said he had been inThe year 1945 saw disastrous
formed motive for the shooting
was Burden's strict enforcement droughts in many of the richest
of the law, particularly in re- food producing areas of the
*
gard to drunkenness and drunk- .world.
en driving.
Chief DeBoe said Burden notified him about midnight some
men were shooting at him. The
chief joined him and the two
drove to a filling station where
they were lpoking for the gunmen when Burden was struck
by a shotgun blast fired from
an alley.
DeBoe said he gave chase and
caught Stinnett
but that the
other man escaped.

It will be as good, or as bad, as
they make it. One of the problems of today is shaky, tottery
government all over the world.
These governments are looking
toward American Democracy as
a pattern to guide them. The
stronger we make our government at home, the greater will
be our contribution to world stability and peace.
"The future of democracy rests
in the hands and hearts of all
the people. I appeal for your interest, your work and your vote
in this campaign. If every citizen will participate in this primary and general election, and
will vote according to his or her
convictions, the future of Kentucky will grow increasingly
Newly
developed
materiab
bright and the cause of Democracy will be aided throughout now make it possible for pilots
the world".
to do sky writing in color.

Charter Asked For New
Stale Bank At Padueah

Frankfort —- (/P) — An applitatfbn to form a new bank In
Padueah with $100,000 capital
stock, to be known as the Padueah Bank, Inc., has been received, State Banking Commissioner H. H. Smith said Tuesday.
The application named seven
men
as incorporators,
Neal
Burton, Pierce E. Lackey, R. E.
Peters, William F. Rottgering,
M. O. DeJarnatt, Henry Henneberger, and John B. Blackburn.
Each has subscribed for 143
shares of the $100 par-value
stock, except Blackburn who
took 142 shares, Commissioner
Smith said.

Farm Training For
More Veterans
New Course To Start
At Fredonia High
School Sept. 1

CLASSIFIED ADS

568 City Motor
Licenses Sold

Report at Monday night's
Council meeting showed the sale
of 568 motor vehicle city licenses for 1947.
Approval was given the holding of memorial services, under
auspices of the American Legion and Veterans of Foreign
Wars, in Cedar Hill Cemetery
Decoration Day, May 30.
A proposal to establish mail
deliveries to residents in the
Nichols' (shirt factory) addition
of Princeton was endorsed.

FOR SALE: Farmall H tractor;
practically new; plow, disc,
cultivator (used about 3 mo.)
See H. C. Cooper, Star Route
6, Princeton, Ky.
2tp
Certified Hybrid Corn $8 per bu.
(white). Discount on five or
more bushels. Mitchell Implement Co. Phone 242.
tfc

All persons having claims
against the estate ef the late
Mrs. Mary Mott O'Hara will
please present them for payment
on or before June 20, and all
persons knowing themselves to
be indebted to~!Re said estate
will please come forward and
settle said accounts.
Frank O. Wood, Administrator.
,
3tc June 9

' <0

Saturday, MayL24

price.

K. /?. Gustututvi, A(ft.
Real Estate - Insurance
Phone 5^0-J

S. Seminary St.

JUST WHAT Y O U NEED FOR

7-Quart Size —

THE GREATEST RADIO PHONOGRAPH
VALUE WE EVER OFFERED!

CAN AND SAVE

CAYCE-YOST CO.
(INCORPORATED)

CALIFORNIA SEEDLESS RAISINS

35*
88c
23*

RED PIMENTO, MAYFAIR BRAND

16-oz. jar

OMEGA

10-lb. bag
46-oz. can

No. 2 can

£ j

m

75

'249

1
H

9
rv|.

i§

1 - Iron Bedstead, Mattress and Springs

POTATOES 10-lb. mesh bag

1 - Smoking Stand

FANCY LONG GREEN

1 - Dining Room Suite

46-oz. can
GASTON

• 4 6 - O Z . can

10# Pkg. Tenderleaf Tea with
1 lb. pkg. Chase & Sanborn
Coffee, both for
53?!

29*

39*

DIXIE BELLE

SODA CRACKERS 2-lb. pkg.

^ ,

Picnic Supplies, Paper Cups, Plates,
Spoons, Forks, etc.

r-i

ib.

each

17*

doz.

29*

LARGE CRISP STALKS

J/f

CELERY

17*.

JIMBO,

360 SIZE

LEMONS

JOWL

Some Straight and Rocking Chairs. Many other
items too numerous to mention.

PURE H O G LARD

K*.

Harry Randolph

until you hear this magnificent instru-

ducer recreates your well loved records
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ment. Natural colot toqe — thrilling

with beauty you never heard before.
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SUGAR CURED

1 - Library Case

, 1 thousand
i'«tdeep \
|fat, was blj
I ® the farra
P farmen
I; this week
J®ately 914 1

Memorii

FRIDAY and SATURDAY

1 - Buffet

graph. Amazing G-E Electronic Repro-

1-lb. layers,

•
Hickory
7 Smoked <Country Ham in all Red Front Stores.

Ib.

55(

P * * will]
by

1 Ib. pkg.
Va

cati«

"fiual
Olsten to "Blng Sings" Dally 9 A . M. W S O N Henderson, Ky.

Buck Morse
Auctioneer

Red Front Stores
MORE FOR YOUR MONEY ALL THE TIME

t

ftiiiiiwiaiiiH)i inirtiin mill •
-.^lualveW »nt1tl«a tofv.lp**—

.29*
19*

1(JeeJze*ul MetU SfieciaU

1 - Table Lamp

lar priced radio-phonograph can be

Hi

BAKERS

CUCUMBERS

realism — In both radio and phond»

>j

COCKTAIL

a*u& VetjetaUeA.
IDAHO,

w You'll never know how fine > popu-

••»"

V-8

Gal.I. jar J l . Z O

1 - Wooden Bedstead, Mattress and Springs

1 - Studio Couch

No. 1 can

JttoDj
^ By
On J.

ALICE BRAND, FANCY

Tomato Soup

I city limit tj
at the
Ollie James
1 of 10.957
\ the State
weekly
f traffic towa
via
some is
on the
• road, I
t»e blacktop
icounty
' this piece
Kiy been do

l-Feet-

qt. jar

JUICE

2 - Dressers

G - E Electronic Reproducer
plays up to 12 records automatically. Storage space for
1 1 8 records. Permanent
sapphlrf stylus. Natural
color tone radio. Authentic
18th Century cabinet design.

PURE

TOMATO,

Wooden Bedstead and Springs

•

15 oz. pkg. 15£
m

MUSTARD

m

15-oz. jar

POTATO SALAD

SALAD,

25*

46-oz. can

LADY BETTY

Large Library Tables

Blacktop]
On Cc
On Otfl

RAISEN PIE

PRESERVES

Small Tables

*

In Hopkinsville It's

PURE BLACKBERRY

Kitchen Table

$19.70

Treat Your Family to a

TOMATO JUICE

Clothes Wringer

414 Gallon Size

$18.85

NAAS, FANCY RED INDIANA

Wash Stand

.

Everybody Reads The Leader!

JUICE

Kitchen Cabinet

G. R- Pea

Summer Canning

VEGAMATO

Phone 260

Office over Wood's

*

PRESSURE CANNERS

Clinton Lodge No. 82 will observe its 121st. anniversary Saturday evening, May 24th. 1947
with a special meeting. Brotiiers
take notice. Visiting brothers
welcome. Supper will be served
6:30 by the ladies of the O.E.S.
E. B. Vinson, Jr., Master.
G. W. Towery, Secretary.
ltc

ORANGE JUICE

Heroic

Ifs an opportunity with a six (6) year

Masonic Meeting

SPEARS

jerans,
II Pay Tr]

Hospital will soon be erected.

HEART OF FLORIDA

Princeton Lumber Company

Phone 111

lease, and right here in Princeton, where a new

FOR SALE: Practically new Oliver tractor 70 and plow, price
reasonable; also, corn for sale.
Clifton Clift.
ltp

FLOUR

613 Hopkinsville St.

Bodenhamer

This can be purchased at a "live and let live"

FOR SALE: House and lot. Call
451-W. Also, nine other lots for
sale. H. C. P'Pool.
ltc

M

^
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75

Want A Rice Business?

COME BUY OUR PIANOS and
save up to $100.00. Dye Piano
Co., 409 S. Main, Hopkinsville,
Ky.
«p

HE
-•Q riMT

TWO HOUSES and lots for sale;
Women's voices. are sometwo rooms for rent. See or what harder to understand over
call Marvin Cummins. 178-W. the telephone than men's
ltc
Sydney, Australia, limits the
heigh th of its buildings to 180
Allstate 4-Ply, 6.00-16 tires. Fed.
feet.
tax included; priced $14.50.
Sears brder office. Phone 790.
ltc

FURNITURE

AUCTION

BERLOU^s

Administrator'* Notice

FARM FOR SALE: 85 acres; 2Vt
mi. north of Princeton; good
house and barn and plenty of
water. Immediate possession.
A farm-training program will
See H. E. Ruff in, Route 1, or
be open to veterans September 1,
call 78 between 7 and 5 o'clock.
in departments of vocational
2tp
agriculture at Fredonia High
School, it is announced this FOR RENT: Four-room house,
close to town. See or phone
week. Veterans interested are
H. C. P'Pool, Phone 451-J. ltc
urged to see Herman Brenda at
the county superintendent's of- MONUMENTS: John Davis and
Son. Phone 96.
, tfc
fice.
The county board of Educa- A few vacuum cleaners—tank
tion is making every effort to
type and stick type; $56.50
provide training in agriculture
(complete with attachments),
for all veterans who can qualify
fice. Phone 790.
ltc
and who apply by June 1, Mr.
Brenda said. Veterans applying FOR SALE:
1 Dodge 2-door
after this date may not be able
auto, fine shape; 1 '31 Chev.
to enroll, since the board of
pick-up truck, good; lot of
education may not be able to
good bicycles, beds, springs,
get qualified teachers.
and mattresses, cook stoves
To be eligible <for subsistence
and heaters, shoes, clothing,
in the program, a veteran must
dresses, and men's suits, extra
have had at least 90 days of
coats, accessories of all kinds;
active service in the armed serporch swings and gliders. J.
vices, facilities for carrying out
F. Morgan.
3tc
a • farm program and full control over management of the Certified Hybrid Corn $8 per bu.
(yellow) and $8.50 per bu.
farming program through own(white). Discount on five or
ership, lease, or other rental
more bushels. Mitchell Impleagreement.
ment Co. Phone 242.
tfc
(yellow) and $8.50 per bu.

Beginning 1 P.M.
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